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On February 20, 1992, the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC), Office of
<

|

Investigations (01), received a request for an investigation from the NRC's
Deputy Executive Director for Nuclear Reactor Regul , ion, Regional Operations

,

:
| and Research. 01 was requested to investigate whether two employees from the !

licensee's Millstone Nuclear Power Station Unit 2 (MNP2 in Waterford,
!

Connecticut, were terminated as the result of their enga)ging in protected
'

I activities.
|

This investigation revealed that a breakdown in employment relations between
,

i

| the allegers and the licensee began in 1988 and continued until their
termination on November 8,1991. The evidence developed during this
investigation does not support the allegation that the employees were;

terminated for their whistleblowing activities, but rather for behavior!

observed by their supervisors and confirmed by co-workers, which formed the
| basis for the action.
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{ APPLICA8LE REGULATIONS

A11eaation: Licensee Discrimination Aaainst renlovees Enaaaed in a ProtectedActivity

Energy Reorganization Act of 1974 (As Amended), Section 210, (42 U.S.C. 5851):Employee Protection 1

|

(a) No employer, including a Comission licensee, an applicant for a
Comission license, or a contractor or a subcontractor of a Commission
licensee or applicant, may discharge any employee or otherwise
discriminate against any employee with respect to his compensation,
terms, conditions, or privileges of employment because the employee (or
any person acting pursuant to a request of the employee)-

(1) comenced, caused to be commenced, or is about to
commence or cause to be commenced a proceeding under this
Act or the Atomic Energy Act of 1954, as amended;

(2) testified, or is about to testify in any such proceedingor;

(3) assisted or participated or is about to assist or
!

participate in any manner in such a proceeding or in any
other action to carry out the purposes of this Act or the
Atomic Energy Act of 1954, as amended.

i

10 CFR 50.7(a): Employee protection (1991 Edition)

(a) Discrimination by a Comission licensee, permittee, an applicant
ifor a Commission license or permit, or a contractor or subcontractor of

a Comission licensee, permittee, or applicant against an employee for
engaging in certain protected activities is prohibited. Discrimination
includes discharge and other actions that relate to compensation, terms,
conditions, and privileges of employment. The protected activities are
established in section 210 of the Energy Reorganization Act of 1974, as
amended, and in general are related to the administration or enforcement
of a requirement imposed under the Atomic Energy Act or the EnergyReorganization Act.

Case No. 1-92-004 7
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DETAILS OF INVESTIGATION

Purnose of Investiaation

The licensee, Northeast Nuclear Energy Company (NNECo) terminated two
employees, both of whom were prctected under provisions of the Energy
Reorganization Act of 1974. This investigation was requested by the NRC's

i Deputy Executive Director for Nuclear Reactor Regulation, Regional Operations
! and Research, on February 18, 1992. This investigation sought to determine

whether the basis for the action, as put forth by the licensee, was pretext;
'

and constituted discrimination, or whether legitimate grounds existed for
dismissal of the employees. If discrimination was found 01 was requested to
identify the responsible persons (Exhibit 1).

Backaround

Northeast Nuclear Energy Company (NNEco), the licensee in this matter,
operates the Millstone Nuclear Power Station. NNEco is owned by Northeast
Utilities (NU). Since several NU corporate officers above the NNECo level
were directly involved in this matter, NU will be referred to as the employer.
NU and NNECo should be considered one and the same entity for purposes of this
report.

Donald W. DEL CORE, Sr. was employed as an instrument specialist in the
Instrument and Controls (I&C) shop at NU's Millstone Nuclear Power Station
Unit 2 (MNP2), in Waterford, Connecticut. DEL CORE had been employed at MNP2
since March 1979, first as an electrician, then as instrument technician, and
finally as instrument specialist until he was terminated on November 8, 1991.

Timothy O'SULLIVAN was first employed at MNP2 as a plant equipment operator in
November 1981 and then trained as a licensed reactor operator. O'SULLIVAN did i

not become licensed and transferred to the MNP2 Quality Services Department.
In August 1986, O'SULL1 VAN transferred to the MNP2 Maintenance Department as
an electrician, where he remained until his termination on November 8, 1991.

From early 1988 until the t of their termination, DEL CORE and O'SULLIVAN
filed a total of 17 U.S. D( tment of Labor (DOL) complaints alleging
harassment and intimidation by NU. During the same period of time, the two
allegers filed concerns with the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC)
regarding alleged safety and/or procedural violations. By September 1991, the!

NRC had received almost 500 such concerns from DEL CORE and O'SULLIVAN
(Exhibit 2, p. 1). The NRC assigned five full time engineers to handle the
large influx of concerns, many of which were substantiated but generally
considered not safety significant (Exhibit 2, p. 2).

DEL CORE filed the first of several complaints with DOL Wage and Hour
Division, on July 8, 1988. The complaint, identified as 88-ERA-37/38
(Exhibit 3), was a combination of allegations by both DEL CORE and O'SULLIVAN.
DEL CORE alleged that a co-worker made a derogatory remark and that he
(DEL CORE) had been referred to as a troublemaker by his supervisor to another
co-worker. DEL CORE alleged that he had not been paid overtime while in a

;

!
' Case No. 1-92-004 15
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meeting with the NRC and that he was criticized by a supervisor for talking to
the NRC (Exhibits 3 and 6).

t

On July 4, 1988, O'SULLIVAN filed a complaint, 88-ERA-37/38 (Exhibit 5), with
DOL, alleging that his employer had engaged in discrimination against him
based on three events. First, the MNP2 superintendent was alleged to have
told a co-worker of 0'SULLIVAN's that the co-worker should not be seen with

,

O'SULLIVAN because O'SULLIVAN had filed grievances against the coepany.
Second, O'SULLIVAN alleged that he had been forced by his employer to undergo
a medical evaluation by a company physician, ostensibly to determine
0'SULLIVAN's suitability for continued employment in the nuclear environment.
Third, O'SULLIVAN claimed he was unfairly criticized by his supervisor in his
annual job perfomance evaluation.

On November 14, 1988, DOL received a complaint (Exhibit 6) from DEL CORE
stating that he continued to be harassed by his employer. DEL CORE alleged he
had not been paid overtime for attending a deposition related to an earlier
complaint he had filed against NU. DEL CORE further alleged that he was
denied photocopy privileges of company documents which were afforded other )employees and that NU had reviewed his medical records. DOL notified DEL CORE 1

on December 14, 1988 (Exhibit 7), that their investigation, identified as
89-107-4645, did not verify that discrimination was a factor in the NU
actions, of which DEL CORE complained.

DEL CORE filed a complaint with DOL on April 12,1989, (Exhibit 8), identified
as 89-ERA-34, wherein he alleged numerous instances of harassment and

jintimidation by his employer. One of the allegations involved DEL CORE not '

being allowed to work overtime. DEL CORE complained that NU had private
investigators gathering information on him, that a co-worker related a threat ,

to DEL CORE that he had overheard, and that two supervisors sat in on his |
'

(DEL CORE's) employee evaluation. DEL CORE stated that a co-worker had told
him that he (DEL CORE) would not be working at Millstone much longer.
DEL CORE also alleged that his (DEL CORE's) perfomance evaluation was filled
with untrue statements. DEL CORE was notified by DOL on May 12, 1989 (Exhibit :
9), that their investigation did not verify that discrimination was the basis;

! for NU's actions. DEL CORE did not appeal the decision.

0n April 30, 1989, O'SULLIVAN filed another complaint (Exhibit 10) with DOL,

; alleging that a supervisory / management employee of the licensee had confronted'

0'SULLIVAN and told him that the company would terminate 0'SULLIVAN's )
1

employment in the next few days.

On August 18, 1989, an Administrative Law Judge (ALJ) issued a Recommended
Decision and Order (RDO), finding that the complaints by O'SULLIVAN against NU
in action 88-FRA-37/38 should be denied (Exhibit 11), primarily dismissing the
issues as untimely filed. The ALJ also found that there was no~ merit to
DEL CORE's assertion that he had been accused of being a troublemaker. His
remaining complaints were not ruled on, since they were not filed within the
prescribed time limit (Exhibit II, pp.18 and 13).

On August 1,1989, DOL received a letter (Exhibit 12) from DEL COREi

complaining that he had not been asked to work overtime and that his assistant
.

i

!
'
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supervisor was harboring bad feelings toward him. He also alleged in his
letter that any time a matter involving his came to the attention of
supervision, that it was elevated to a higher supervisory level and brought to
the attention of NU's legal staff. On September 6, 1989 DEL CORE was
notified by DOL (Exhibit 13) that their investigation, identified as 89-107-
5315, did not substantiate a charge of discrimination.

DEL CORE filed a subsequent complaint with DOL on August 31, 1989
(Exhibit 14 , alleging that his su
disparately)from other employees. pervisor had charged him with personal time,DEL CORE provided additional information to
DOL on September 20, 1989 (Exhibit 15), that he was threatened with lower
performance evaluations if he continued to report concerns to outside agencies
without connunicating the problems to his supervisor.

According to the RDO for 90-ERA-5, dated April 30, 1990 (Exhibit 16, p. 2),
there was an initial finding by the DOL district director that there was no
disparate treatment. However, the district director reversed his earlier ;

!decision and found in favor of DEL CORE. As a result of the adverse finding, iNU filed an appeal. Judge Anthony J. IACOB0, reversed the DOL district
director's findings on both counts after hearing evidence from both parties.
Judge IACOB0 ruled that there was no disparate treatment regarding being

icharged with personal time (Exhibit 16, p.18) and that the supervisor's i

counseling of DEL CORE was properly within the supervisor's realm of
responsibility (Exhibit 16, p. 19).

On November 15, 1989, O'SULLIVAN filed a complaint (Exhibit 17), with DOL
(File No. 90-107-5491), alleging that his supervisor had wrongful.ly
reprimanded him in a public way in the presence of his co-workers, an act

.which constituted harassment, intimidation, and discrimination according to '

0'SULLIVAN. As a result of mediation efforts by DOL, this complaint was
resolved through conciliation, which resulted in the transfer of 0'SULLIVAN's
supervisor, FERRIELL, to another work group within the company (Exhibit 18).

On January 8, 1990, O'SULLIVAN filed a complaint (Exhibit 19) with DOL
alleging that a Millstone department supervisor had accused O'SULLIVAN of
lying under oath during a previous DOL ALJ hearing. The complaint also
charged that O'SULLIVAN had been improperly denied an opportunity to work
overtime. As a result of conciliation efforts by DOL, O'SULLIVAN and the
licensee were able to reach a mutually agreeable resolution to this complaint
and there was no DOL determination in this instance.

On January 31, 1990, DEL CORE contacted DOL and complained that his 1988
performance appraisal contained a statement that he had taken more sick leave
than other employees (Exhibit 20). DOL concluded in case number 90-107-5598
that the statement did not have a negative impact on DEL CORE's evaluation and
that DEL CORE did in fact have more sick and personal time than the department
average (Exhibit 21).

On February 16, 1990, O'SULLIVAN filed a complaint (Exhibit 25) with DOL
alleging that during the course of his annual performance evaluation, a
Millstone department manager stated that several of 0'SULLIVAN's co-workers
had refused to work with O'SULLIVAN. The complaint also alleged that during

Case No. 1-92-004 17
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an off-site going-away party for 0'SULLIVAN's departing supervisor, items were |
presented to the honoree and comments were made that disparaged O'SULLIVAN and '

his Irish heritage. According to the complaint, this behavior was condoned or
encouraged by Millstone management.

j

On March 18, 1990, O'SULLIVAN filed a complaint (Exhibit 26) with DOL alleging
that he was denied the opportunity to perfom overtime work and was, thus, the
victim of an ongoing program of intimidation, harassment, and discrimination
by the licensee. The February 16 and March 18, 1990, complaints were
investigated by DOL (File Nos. 90-107-5597 and 90-107-5616), which found that
the allegations in each complaint were unsubstantiated (Exhibit 27 and
Exhibit 28). O'SULLIVAN appealed the findings and the matter was heard by an
ALJ (Case Nos. 90-ERA-35 and 90-ERA-36). While the case was pending,
O'SULLIVAN and the licensee reached an agreement to enter into mediation to
settle ongoing differences under the auspices of a professional mediator.
This resolution was conveyed to the ALJ who sanctioned the agreement.
However, O'SULLIVAN subsequently reneged on the agreement and the matter was
referred back to the ALJ who ruled that 0'SULLIVAN's original agreement to
mediate was binding. The ALJ, in an RDO dated July 12, 1990, recommended that
0'SULLIVAN's complaints be dismissed with prejudice (Exhibit 29).

D0L received another letter on March 20, 1990 (Exhibit 22), from DEL CORE
alleging discrimination by NU in the form of improper grades on his 1989

1performance evaluation and that he was unfairly removed from overtime work.
On April 19, 1990, DEL CORE was notified by the DOL district director
(Exhibit 23) that the facts of the case, 90-107-5617, did not support his
contention of discrimination regarding either of the allegations. Upon appeal
by DEL CORE, the two cases, 90-107-5598 (complaint on 1988 performance
appraisal) and 90-107-5617, were joined as 90-ERA-33/34.

On January 22, 1991, ALJ George PIERCE ruled in 90-ERA-33/34, that the
statements on DEL CORE's 1988 employee development report (EDR) regarding
higher than average sick leave did not constitute an adverse action. Judge
PIERCE ruled that DEL CORE's ratings on his 1989 performance evaluation were
not retaliatory, because there was no adverse action. Secondly, Judge PIERCE
found that DEL CORE's overtime issue was time barred since the overtime
refusal had occurred over one year prior to the filing of the complaint
(Exhibit 24, pp. 4 and 5).

During the first part of June 1991, NU's Chief Executive Officer (CEO),
William ELLIS, made a routine visit to MNP to observe operations. ELLIS met
briefly with several managers (nfi) in an impromptu meeting, and the
discussion turned to the tension at the plant, primarily at Unit 2 (Exhibit
30, p. 10). ELLIS heard first hand that the supervisors were having
difficulty with the disruptive behavior of DEL CORE and O'SULLIVAN, as well as
maintaining morale among co-workers because of the disruptions (Exhibit 30,
p. 11). According to ELLIS, he felt a second meeting was called for so he
could personally exhort the supervisors to maintain a professional attitude
and not get provoked (Exhibit 30, p. 15).

Case No. 1-92-004 18
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A second meeting was arranged for July 1991 between ELLIS and MNP2;
' supervisors. ELLis said he again saw anguish, passion, and deep concern from
! men whom he would expect to be thick-skinned. ELLIS came away from his meetingj with the impression that the conflict at MNP2 was becoming intolerable
! (Exhibit 30, p. 20).

| On July 11, 1991, DOL acknowledged a complaint (Exhibit 31) by DEL CORE,
wherein he allged that a co-worker had men chastised by a supervisor for'

talking to DEt. CORE. DOL did not accept the complaint for ir.vestigation,
since no adverse action was alleged. An ALJ RDO, dated November 26, 1991,
identified as 91-ERA-51 (Exhibit 32) upheld the area director's decision not,

to investigate the matter. The RDO states that the complaint did not state a
claim or cause of action cognizable under section 210 of the Enery;

: Reorganization Act (Exhibit 32, p. 4).
3

As a result of his two meetings at MNP, ELLIS met with NU President and Chief;

; Operating Officer, Bernard M. FOX. ELLIS said he consulted with FOX for the
purpose of finding a fresh approach to the MNP situation. ELLIS and FOX
agreed that they needed to turn to someone who could provide a new look at thej

j issue. ELLIS was concerned that the very act of probing for an answer could'
result in further complaints of harassment, and that any action NU took would
have to be done with care and good intentions (Exhibit 30, p. 31).

'

| ELLIS said he was pleased that a consultant with the qualificaticas of
i Henry D. HUKILL, Jr., President of Hukill and Hukill, had been reta1 red,

ELLIS indicated that he hoped a person with the experience and qualifications
of HUKILL would be able to identify some method of dealing with a difficult

j situation (Exhibit 30, p. 60 and Exhibit 33, Encl. 1).
! On September 3,1991, DOL received a letter (Exhibit 34) from DEL CORE, l

i wherein he alleged discrimination and unequal treatment from NU concerning
; overtime assignments. On October 3,1991, DOL advised DEL CORE that a fact-
i finding investigation, identified as 91-107-7457 (Exhibit 35), had been

|| conducted on the basis of his complaint. DEL CORE was advised that
discrimination was not a factor in the actions comprising the complaint and4

that the assignment of overtime was consistent with past practices.

DEL CORE again notified DOL on October 10, 1991, that he had been harassed on
September 10, 1991, by a contract engineer, Ruben MYERS (Exhibit 36).
DEL CORE alleged that MYERS had cursed him and threatened DEL CORE for
reporting a matter involving MYERS. On November 18, 1991, DEL CORE was
advised by DOL that there was no evidence that MYERS was directed or
encouraged by NU to engage in the activities of which DEL CORE complained.
DOL found that NU counseled MYERS on the treatment of fellow employees,
especially whistleblowers (Exhibit 37, p. 1).

DEL CORE appealed the finding and the matter was assigned ALJ Case No. 92-ERA-
12. This issue was subsequently combined with DEL CORE's allegation 92-ERA-18
regarding his termination from Millstone. As detailed later in this section,
DEL CORE reached a settisment on all pending issues, which included the MYERS
incident.
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On November 8, 1991, NU terminated DEL CORE and O'SULLIVAN almost
simultaneously upon their arrival at their respective work stations. DEL CORE
and O'SULLIVAN were given identical nntices of termination signed by
Steven SCACE, MNP Station Director (Exhibits 38 and 39). The notices
identified no specific incidents upon which NU based the termination.
However, SCACE indicated in the termination notices that the employees should
realize their attitude and conduct had been inflammatory, insubordinate, and
highly disruptive to co-workers and to the station. The notices further,

accused DEL CORE and O'SULLIVAN of refusing to work with management toward
mending fences and re-establishing a harmonious, productive working
relationship. The notices concluded the basis for termination by advising the
employees that their conduct had deteriorated to become such that their
conduct negatively affected the morale of co-workers and the co-worker's
ability to fully concentrate on assignments.

Dr. November 10, 1991, DEL CORE and O'SULLIVAN co-signed a letter (Exhibit 40)
to Ivan SELIN, Chairman of the NRC. The allegers advised SELIN of their
termination, but gave no specific reason as to how the termination was
connected to their protected activities. The allegers stated in their letter
that the firings were in direct violation of 10 CFR 50.7. According to the
letter, the licensee's action constituted a severity level I violation
requiring immediate and decisive action. Their letter recommended immediate
reorganization of corporate and Millstone management (Exhibit 40, p. 2).

On December 3, 1991, DOL received a letter from DEL CORE (Exhibit 41) alleging
that his termination from MNP2 was in retaliation for his raising safety

DEL CORE did not cite any specific protected activities which heconcerns.
felt resulted in his termination, but asked DOL to investigate the
circumstances and to protect his rights.

O'SULLIVAN personally appeared at the DOL office in Hartford, Connecticut, Ialso on December 3, 1991, to file a complaint regarding his termination from
iMNP2. In a signed statement dated December 11, 1991

a DOL compliance officer, O'SULLIVAN said he believes (his termination was anExhibit 42), provided to,

effort to chill other employees from filing complaints. i
O'SULLIVAN said other ;

factors letding to his termination included his scheduled meeting with
Connecticut's U.S. Senator, Joseph LIEBERMAN, to discuss nuclear safety.
O'SULLIVAN said he had learned from DEL CORE that Nichael BROWN, NU Supervisor
of Technical Training, told DEL CORE that NU was building a case to fire thetwo allegers.

INVESTIGATOR'S NOTE: Although DEL CORE referred to similar
infomation in his statement to DOL (Exhibit 43, p. 2), he did not
identify BROWN as the source.-

O'SULLIVAN advised DOL that he and DEL CORE had raised 480 concerns and that
NU wanted to get rid of people who raise concerns. O'SULLIVAN added that he
anticipated being called to testify in a grand jury investigation involving
harassment by NU and that there was a possibility of a second grand jury as
the result of a pending NRC investigation. O'SULLIVAN listed various
politicians and organizations he had been dealing with regarding the
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|acquisition of Seabrook Nuclear Plant by NU and said NU did not want the
iadverse publicity which could affect the acquisition of Seabrook.

1 According to infomation provided by O'SULLIVAN to DOL, whistleblower
i activities have cost NU approximately $14 million. He said that NU had been
i fined $426,000.00, primarily due to complaints raised by him and DEL CORE.
| Finally, O'SULLIVAN told DOL that he suspected the above reasons as the real
j basis for his termination, along with the fact that he had filed a Connecticut
| State Court suit for damages against NU (Exhibit 42, pp. 2-6).
i

! RICHTERS told the DOL compliance officers investigating the terminations that
i reinstatement was not possible and DOL thereafter began the fact-finding
i investigations. The DOL investigations consisted of interviews of employees,
i supervisors, NRC resident inspectors, and document reviews.
i

On December 10, 1991, DEL CORE and O'SULLIVAN were each sent a letter
! (Exhibits 44 and Exhibit 45) signed by James H. SNIEZEK, NRC Deputy Executive

Director for Nuclear Reactor Regulation, Regional Operations and Research.!

! SNIEZEK acknowledged receipt of the allegers' letter to SELIN and advised that
! the stated facts did not represent an immediate threat to health and safety

and that any DOL findings would be reviewed to determine if further NRC action,

! was warranted.
,

| Prior to completion of the DOL investigation, Thomas T. MARTIN, Regional
Administrator, NRC, Region I, requested that NU provide a response regarding1

the basis for the termination of DEL CORE and O'SULLIVAN. The request alsoj

} asked what actions were being taken by NU to ensure the terminations did not
j have a chilling effect on other employees who may be discouraged from filing
i safety concerns because of the terminations (Exhibit 46).
1
i A response from NU dated December 27, 1991, was provided to Regica I
: (Exhibit 47). The 13-page response contained 11 supporting documents and was
! signed by NU Executive Vice President, John F. OPEKA. The "chilliN effect" i

'

i response from NU alleged that DEL CORE and O'SULLIVAN were not fired for
i raising safety concerns. The letter advised that both allegers had been

raising safety concerns for the past 4 years and NU management had never ,

1

contemplated or, in fact, taken any action in retaliation. OPEKA's response
i

,

i to the NRC explained that the breakdown between the allegers and NU management !i was the result of the antagonistic, contemptuous, and profane manner in which '

j the allegers interacted with their peers and supervision. (Exhibit 47, p. 7).
An enclosure to the letter specifically summarized NU's basis for the
termination of each of the two employees. Enclosure 8 stated that DEL CORE's

4

i termination was solidly based on conduct which has no place in any work
| environment and had nothing to do with reporting safety concerns (Exhibit 47,
1 p. 33). Enclosure C stated that 0'SULLIVAN's termination was driven by the
i unquestioned need to restore appropriate working conditions in the MNP2
| electrical group (Exhibit 47, p. 52). NU provided a supplementary response to
f the NRC dated April 16, 1992, which expanded upon the December 27, 1991,
i response.
s ,

j DOL recorded in its narrative report dated January 17, 1992 (Exhibit 48,
j p. 14), that there was voluminous documentation that contradicted NU ,

'
:
:

!
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management's claim of a breakdown in communications with O'SULLIVAN.
Co-workers were said to have had no problems with O'SULLIVAN (Exhibit 48,

.

p. 8). DOL reported that it was quite clear that no warnings, suspensions, or
performance improvement plans were used by NU for any alleged misconduct on
0'SULLIVAN's part (Exhibit 48, p. 9).

DOL concluded that the evidence did not support a finding of a breakdown in
0'SULLIVAN's relationship with management. DOL stated there was no
documentation of alleged misbehavior and that it was management, not
O'SULLIVAN, who failed to communicate. According to D0L, the HUKILL report is
believed to have been used to justify 0'SULLIVAN's termination (Exhibit 48,p. 14). DOL concluded that O'SULLIVAN had been discriminated against by NU
for being a whistleblower and for raising nuclear and other safety concerns
(Exhibit 48, p. 16).

DOL also issued a report dated January 17,1992 (Exhibit 49), that indicated
there was no evidence of poor performance or failure to comunir. ate with
supervisors on DEL CORE's part. DOL said senior management statements that
employees refused to work with DEL CORE were untrue. Statements attributed to
co-workers indicated that DEL CORE was not a distraction, that no one had
refused to work with him, and that the majority of people worked together well
with DEL CORE (Exhibit 49, p. 10).

DOL concluded the fact-finding report by stating that there was no
documentation of poar job performance, behavior problems, or insubordination.
DOL further concluded that there was not an irreconcilable breakdown in
relations between DEL CORE and NU management. DOL cited DEL CORE's meeting
with the Allegation Root Cause Task Force Group (ARCTFG), his interview with
HUKILL, and his offers to mediate as examples of his positive efforts to work
with management. As a result of their investigation, DOL concluded that
DEL CORE was fired for filing safety concerns (Exhibit 49, p. 15).

On February 18, 1992, SNIEZEK requested that 01 conduct an investigation into
this matter (Exhibit 1). The request cited the necessity of an investigation
due to the substantial difference between the findings of D0L and the position
of NU that the terminations were based on legitimate business reasons.
NU appealed the initial DOL finding and the parties were scheduled to begin
hearings before an ALJ. On March 16, 1992, the parties agreed to a joint
stipulation for dismissal of complaints which effectively settled all issues
not previously adjudicated. The settlement and dismissal of the complaints

.

|was approved by the U.S. Secretary of Labor, Lynn MARTIN on July 10, 1992
|(Exhibit 50). However, the OI investigation continued in light of the need to

make a final determination as to whether discrimination had in fact occurred
in regards to the terminations of DEL CORE and O'SULLIVAN (Exhibit 1, p. 1).

Jnterviews of Allecers '

DEL CORE

DEL CORE was telephonically contacted by OI on April 15, 3992 (Exhibit 51), to
discuss the scope of this investigation. The need to review documentation
that DEL CORE or his attorney might have was explained; however, DEL CORE

|

;
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i
j expressed reservations about such a review. DEL CORE at first linked his

hesitancy to the fact that the NRC had refused to provide certain material!

i that he had requested through the Freedom of Information Act. By the close ofi
the conversation, DEL CORE said he had nothing to hide and that there was
nothing the NRC could not look at. DEL CORE said he would contact his

j
attorney and arrange for a review of the documentation in the cttorney's

j possession.
:

j On June 1, 1992, DEL CORE was again telephonically contacted (Exhibit 52) and
.j asked to provide the list of witnesses who would have been called in his DOL ;i hearing against NU. DEL CORE said he did not think his attorney would release

! the list, and when questioned further, he would not commit to whether it was
'

he or his attorney who did not want to release the names.i

i

; INVESTIGATOR'S NOTE: On March 17, 1992, the NRC Region I, O!
!; Field Office Director telephonically contacted the allegers'

i attorney, John WILLIAMS (Exhibit 53). WILLIAMS told OI that he
i would allow a review of pertinent documents in his possession. On
j April 9, 1992, WILLIAMS recontacted OI (Exhibit 54) to cancel the
i

scheduled document review on DEL CORE's instructions. WILLIAMS
,

'

j voiced no objection to the proposed interview of DEL CORE and said
: that DEL CORE would make himself available.:

} DEL CORE was recontacted on June 4 (Exhibit 55) and told DI that he had a
! joint agreement with O'SULLIVAN, wherein they had 30-35 names of witnessesI

whose testimony would be supportive of their case. DEL CORE said he and
!

0'SULLIVAN did not want anyone to bother the witnesses and had given their
attorney instructions not to release the names. He then stated that his
attorney was "very lightly involved" and that possibly a list of witnesses
could be obtained from DOL or the Occupational Safety and Health
Administration. DEL CORE added that he did not maintain a list for his own
use, and that he burns documents in his fireplace to protect the information
from getting back to NU.

DEL CORE then stated that he did not trust 01, because he was sure NU would
learn the witnesses' identities if their names were revealed to 01. He added

4

that the NRC had not been responsive to his requests for information and
specifically named NRC Executive Director of Operations (EDO), James M. TAYLOR
(Exhibit 55, p. 2). DEL CORE concluded by saying he would provide the names
of witnesses to 01 on a case by case basis as the 01 investigators identified
each event in question (Exhibit 55, p. 2).

On July 6,1992, DEL CORE telephonically advised DI that he would make himself
available for an interview (Exhibit 56). However, on July 10 (Exhibit 57),
DEL CORE said he would not submit to an interview unless he could personally
tape-record the interview or obtain a transcribed copy. He added that he was
considering a civil suit against the NRC for not doing its job. He said he
knew if he did not get a transcript of his 0! interview before he filed suit
that he would never get it (Exhibit 57, p. 1).

DEL CORE was contacted on July 13 (Exhibit 58) to discuss the subject of his
interview further and was told by OI that he would be provided a copy of his
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transcribed interview. He stated that he had been advised by his attorney not
'

to submit to an 01 interview under the conditions being imposed upon him.
DEL CORE again said he must be provided with a copy of NU's response to the
NRC chilling effect letter and be allowed to record his interview. DEL CORE
said he wanted to cooperate, but that he had been advised against doing so byhis attorney. DEL CORE was advised that 0I would consider his proposal to see
if an agreement could be reached. <

On July 14, 1992, an effort was made to contact DEL CORE to again discuss the
proposed interview (Exhibit 59). DEL CORE's wife said he was not available
and instructed this writer not to call again. I advised her that I had
committed to recontact her husband, and I asked her if she would advise him
that I had done so. DEL CORE did not recontact this writer as a result of thecall on July 14 (Exhibit 59).

On October 13, 1992, a letter (Exhibit 60) was sent to DEL CORE by the 01,
Region I, Field Office Director extending another offer to pravide infomation

iregarding his complaint against NU. DEL CORE refused delivery of the letter.
To date, DEL CORE has not provided any requested information or documentation i

to 01 regarding his allegation against NU.

O'SULLIVAN

On April 22, 1992, O'SULLIVAN was telephonically contacted (Exhibit 61) and he
stated he would be available for an interview at a later date. O'SULLIVAN
became very defensive when a discussion arose concerning a review of
documentation in the possession of his attorney. This writer explained that
01 was not interested in any privileged communications but only those
documents that might have been used to support his allegations against NU if
the matter had gone into a hearing before an ALJ. O'SULLIVAN said he was
absolutely opposed to such a review and would even fight a subpoena, although
no mention had been made of a subpoena by 01. O'SULLIVAN became quite
agitated and said, the NRC had not helped him in 5 years and he was not goingto help the NRC now. O'SULLIVAN referred to past dealings with, "CARR, ZECH,
TAYLOR, Region I, 01 and IG" and then added, "you have no credibility with me"
(Exhibit 61, p. 1).

O'SULLIVAN directed this writer to NRC Region I to get any needed documents
because he had already spent $40,000 of his own money. He said he did not
trust anyone (in the NRC) and that the ager y as a whole was "not worth the
powder to blow it up." O'SULLIVAN added that he did not care whether 01
investigated this matter, stating, "that's your problem not mine" (Exhibit 61,
p. 2). On July 14, 1992, O'SULLIVAN was again contacted and said he would be
available for an interview the following week (Exhibit 62).

On July 16, 1992, O'SULLIVAN was telephonically contacted (Exhibit 63) and
said he would require the same conditions for an interview as DEL CORE. Those
conditions included personally recording the 01 interview and receiving a copy
of NU's chilling effect letter, which had previously been withheld from the
two allegers. O'SULLIVAN said the provision of the letter as a condition of
the interview was non-negotiable. O'SULLIVAN then stated that, even if the
letter was provided, it may be as long as 30 days before he could be
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interviewed because he needed to seek legal counsel beyond his present
;attorney.,

,

j On October 13, 1992, OI mailed a letter to O'SULLIVAN (Exhibit 64) extending
! an opportunity to provide information regardir.g his allegation against NU. No
j response was received from O'SULLIVAN. To date, no information or

docueentation has been provided to 01 by O'SULLIVAN regarding his allegation.4

| Coordination with Staff and Office of General Counsel (DGC)
i

On March 12, 1992, 01 met with OGC representatives Jack GOLDBERG and Susan
CHIDAKEL, along with members of OE, NRR, and Region I. The conferees discussed;

j the matter of proving a violation of 10 CFR 50.7. It was determined that, for
j OI purposes, the terminations would be considered a prima facie violation of
! 10 CFR 50.7. The OGC representatives stated that there would be no violation
i of 10 CFR 50.7 if the terminations were for reasons other than reporting
j safety concerns.

! A11eaation: Licensee Discrimination Against Employees Engaged in a Protected
1 Activity (i.e., termination of DEL CORE and O'SULLIVAN for raising
i safety concerns)

| Summarv

! It was determined that 19 co-workers and supervisors of the allegers were not
| interviewed by DOL (Exhibit 65). Therefore, an effort was made to interview
j the allegers' departmental co-workers to determine whether, as claimed by NU,
| a disruptive work environment existed. ,

!

| The following co-workers were interviewed by 01 regarding DEL CORE:

.
fiaME IIILE DAII

*
,

Terry ARNETT MNP2 I&C Engineer 09/16/92

| Boyce ATKINSON MNP2 I&C Specialist 09/03/92

i Michael CUTLER MNP2 I&C Specialist 09/02/92

William DERSHAM MNP2 I&C Specialist 09/17/92
Christopher GADA MNP2 Maintenance Mechanic 09/02/92

Ronald GARLAND MNP2 Maintenance Mechanic 10/14/92
Tammy GOSS MNP2 PNiS Planner 09/03/92

Donald GRINDLE MNP2 I&C Specialist 09/15/92

Robert HANSON MNP2 I&C Specialist 09/01/92

William HAYWARD MNP2 I&C Specialist 09/01/92
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Donald JONES MP2 I&C Specialist 09/17/92 :

Patrick KANE MNP2 I&C Specialist 09/15/92

Christopher LATOUR MNP2 !*.C Specialist 09/01/92

Barbara MATTHEWS MNP2 Clerk-Secretary 09/03/92

Paul McNERNEY MNP2 I&C Engineering 09/16/92
Specialist

Ruben MYERS United Engineers, Inc. 12/15/92
Electrical Engineer, MNP2

Eugene PALLADINO MNP2 I&C Specialist 09/02/92

James RITCHIE MNP2 I&C Specialist 09/15/92
i

Robert SHAK0VR Nuclear Support Services 09/17/92
Metrology Technician,
MNP2 I&C

Douglas VINING MNP2 I&C Specialist (former) 09/03/92

The following co-workers were interviewed by 01 regarding O'SULLIVAN:

EtiE lilli DAll

Frances AMATO Start Up Nuclear, Inc. 09/30/92
(former Electrician, MNP2)

Rodolfo BAGOS MNP2 Electrician 08/13/92

John HEISLER MNP2 Electrician 08/13/92

Michael PETTENGILL MNP2 Electrician 09/16/92

Michael PICCARELLO MNP2 Mechanic 10/15/92

Steven SAULTER MNP2 Mechanic 09/02/92

Charles SLADKY MNP2 Mechanic 10/15/92

Brian STANGLE MNP2 Electrician 08/13/92

Franklin THOMA MNP2 Electrician 09/02/92

First line supervisors and mid-level managers were interviewed to discuss the
allegations made by the licensee regarding insubordination and whether there
was a breakdown in communications. In addition to NU personnel, certain
contractors who had specific information were interviewed. The following'

'

managers and individuals were interviewed regarding DEL CORE:
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John BECKER MNP2 I&C Department Manager 10/28/92

John KEENAN MNP2 Unit Director 10/29/92 &
11/16/92

David KROSS M P2 IAC Supervisor (former) 09/29/92

Allen POLLOCK Director of NU Materials 12/16/92
1 Management Group (former -

| MU Manager of Internal Audits
;

Robert SALEN MNP2 PMS Planner 09/16/92

j Ray SCHLEICHER MP2 IAC General Supervisor 10/28/92

| Peter SMITH MNP2 I&C Supervisor (fomer) 04/16/92

| The following managers and individuals were interviewed regarding 0'SULLIVAN:
!
; Frank DONAHUE MNP2 Mechanical Maintenance 10/14/92
!- Supervisor
!

Brendan DUFFY MNP2 Electrical Maintenance 11/19/92
Manager

Harry (Jim) FERRIELL Senior Engineering Technician 10/26/92
(former MNP2 Maintenance
Supervisor)

Gorcon HALLBERG NU Systems Security Manager 02/03/93

Mark HEIN0NEN MNP2 Maintenance Supervisor 10/27/92

Jamie HOLMES Community Mediation 12/15/92
Consultants (former mediator)

John HUMPHREYS Performance Associates 09/01/92
Senior Consultant, MNP2

John KEENAN MNP2 Unit Director 11/16/92

John RILEY MNP2 Maintenance Manager 10/27/92

Robert ROWE MNP2 Maintenance Supervisor 10/26/92

The final phase of this investigation centered on interviews of WP2 station
management, senior NU officials, and an NU consultant to establish the factors
9 sed in the actual termination decisions. The following interviewees apply to
both CCL CORE and O'SULLIVAN:
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i NatiE IIILE DAIf !
|

William ELLIS NU CEO 11/19/92 |

Virginia FLEMING NU Personnel Manager-Nuclear 12/16/92

Bernard FOX NU President and Chief 11/17/92Operating Officer

Henry HUKILL Consultant 11/16/92Hukill and Hukill, Inc.

Richard LAUDENAT MNP Assistant to Station 11/18/92
Director (former)

John OPEKA NU Executive Vice 11/18/92 l
|

!

President- Nuclear

Wayne ROMBERG NU Vice President-Nuclear 11/17/92
Stephen SCACE Station Director, MNP 10/29/92
Evidence

Manaaement Considerations leadino to the Terminations of DEL CORE and
O'SULLIVAN

1. ELLIS said he is the CEO of NU and that he personally made the final
decision to terminate DEL CORE and O'SULLIVAN (Exhibit 30, p. 65).

2. ELLIS stated that he toured MNP during June 1991 and heard first hand of
growing tensions, especially at MNP2. ELLIS related that he was told
that MNP2 supervisors were having a difficult time managing work because
of the disruptive behavior of DEL CORE and O'SULLIVAN. ELLIS said he
felt it would be beneficial to meet with supervisory personnel to
encourage peaceful reconciliation (Exhibit 30, pp.10-12).

3. ELLIS said a second meeting was planned for July 1991. Before his
meeting with the MNP2 supervisors, ELLIS said he learned from his
managers that the supervisors were experiencing a great level of
frustration (Exhibit 30, p. 19 and Exhibit 66, p. 102).

i4. During the July 1991 briefing, ELLIS said the supervisors communicated '

the difficulty they were experiencing (Exhibit 30, p. 16).
5. ELLIS said that DEL CORE and O'SULLIVAN were not specifically

identified, but it was obvious, through experience, which two
individuals were being discussed (Exhibit 30, p. 14). ELLIS related
that he was previously aware of problems at MNP2 and that he sensed

|anguish, strain, and unhappiness among the supervisors (Exhibit 30, '

pp. 11-14 and Exhibit 66, p. 103).
.

|

|
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6. ELLIS stated that even after hearing of the MNP2 supervisors' concerns
first hand and sensing the seriousness, he continued to put forth a

j policy of conciliation which he felt could .be obtained through training
1 and acceptance (Exhibit 30, pp. 23-25 and Exhibit 66, p. 106).
1 7. BECKER said DEL CORE continually accuseu upper management of harassing
| him (Exhibit 67, pp. 74 and 88).
.

! 8. KEENAN said he knew there was a serious problem in both shops by May
j 1989, involving considerable stress among both the co-workers and
; supervisors of DEL CORE and O'SULLIVAN (Exhibit 66, pp. 76 and 77).
:

9. ROMBERG said he was getting information from MNP2 that DEL CORE and,

j O'SULLIVAN were insubordinate, critical of management, and contentious
2

toward their co-workers (Exhibit 68, p. 16). ROM 8 ERG learned that in
| 1990 or 1991, DEL CORE made demeaning remarks about and was hostile

!
towards PAYMOND, the NRC resident inspector assigned to MNP2

+

(Exhibit 68, p. 30).
t

10. In the summer of 1991, SCACE learned from NRC Region I personnel that4

! DEL CORE had been abusive, demanding, and threatening to the resident
j inspectors at MNP2 (Exhibit 69, p. 54).
i

i 11. RAYM0ND confirmed that on several occasions DEL CORE's behavior andj profanity reached the point that RAYMOND was prepared to ask DEL CORE to
j leave the LRC office (Exhibit 70, p. 2).
,

; 12. According to ROMBERG, NU hired additional contract engineers, as the
; managers needed to spend their time operating the plant safely. He th

NU could hire contractors to do the engineering work but not the;

i managerial duties (Exhibit 68, p. 41). ROMBERG said the " people cost"
to supervisors was becoming unbearable (Exhibit 68, p. 48).

.

'

: 13. OPEKA maintained that NU management had tried for years to address the
i concerns of DEL CORE and O'SULLIVAN and to resolve the contentious
; atmosphere (Exhibit 71, p. 15). OPEKA expressed that NU never knew what
!

DEL CORE and O'SULLIVAN wanted. OPEKA said he asked O'SULLIVAN what he
| wanted out of the rest-time grievance and O'SULLIVAN replied that he
a wanted the policy clarified. OPEKA said the policy was clarified and
i 0'SULLIVAN was still not happy because he then disagreed with the
j clarification (Exhibit 71, p. 28).
1

i 14. ROMBERG recalled that the supervisors who attended the July 1991 meeting
with ELLIS expressed no anger but described anxiety concerning the worki

j environment at MNP2 (Exhibit 68, p. 52).
i

i 15. KEENAN said the supervisors were frustrated and did not feel
i that ELLIS understood what they were experiencing (Exhibit 66,
j p. 107).
.

i 16. ELLIS said he realized something had to be done after he met with the
j MNP supervisors in July. ELLIS learned that the morale in NNP2 had
1

i
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reached the point that employees were transferring out of the unit
(Exhibit 30, pp. 25-26 and Exhibit 66, p. 101). ELLIS related that he
consulted with FOX, who was not surprised at the result of the July
meeting (Exhibit 30, p. 30).

.' 17. BECKER said he had been manager of the MNP2 I&C shop for 4 years and4

confirmed that he would have left if DEL CORE had not been fired(Exhibit 67, pp. 5 and 105).:

i

18. ELLIS said HUKILL was identified as a credible professional who could
; provide valuable information (Exhibit 30, p. 33). ELLIS added that NU

was looking for someone who knew NU's objectives of stabilizing the
situation with conciliation (Exhibit 30, p. 36). ELLIS contended that
he was committed to a peaceful approach and that termination was not,

viable or even wished for (Exhibit 30, p. 38).
i 19. HUKILL said he learned that there were a large number of concerns being
i submitted at MNP2 and that NU management wanted to know why MNP'

management could not accomplish closure on the issues (Exhibit 72,
i pp. 22-23). Before he started his inquiry, HUKILL said he suspected
! that HU's managers were not sensitive to handling safety concerns
! (Exhibit 72, p. 28). HUKILL felt that interviews of employees would
i provide a solution. HUKILL said he was told that all employees of MNP2'

electrical and I&C shops should be interviewed, rather than just a
} representative number (Exhibit 72, pp. 23 and 25).
I 20. During the weeks of September 16 and 23,1991, HUKILL

conducted interviews at MNP2 electrical and I&C shops in an effort4

i to determine whether safety concerns were being correctly handled ,

j (Exhibit 72, p. 23).

21. HUKILL said he sought to find out if NU's procedures for
'

reporting safety concerns were effective, what the percepticns
, were of employees, and how management responded to employee
! concerns (Exhibit 72, p. 37).
:

22. HUKILL said he had never seen such a hostile environment ji among co-workers towards two individuals. HUKILL felt action
i needed to be taken because the employees and supervisors were ~

;

l spending an inordinate amount of time devoted to dealing with the
! hostile environment rather than the safe operation of the plant.
! HUKILL did not think there was an immediate safety threat but he

felt the plant was headed for a serious problem if the situationi

continued to exist (Exhibit 72, pp. 62 and 63).<

'

23. HUKILL concluded by the end of the first day of interviews that he was
;

wrong in his initial assessment of a managerial problem. HUKILL said as
soon as the interviews began, 90 percent of the interviewees brought up
the names of DEL CORE and O'SULLIVAN (Exhibit 72, p. 73). HUKILL said
only one of the interviewees supported DEL CORE and only two employees ;

were hesitant to talk (Exhibit 72, pp. 75 and 40). j

i

!
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24. HUKILL found that almost all of the supervisors he interviewed were !
afraid of being sued by DEL CORE or O'SULLIVAN. HUKILL said he was most

|shocked by the co-workers who expressed a fear of being sued by DEL CORE
or O'SULLIVAN (Exhibit 72, p. 78). Several of the interviewees wanted
the notes and audio tapes of their interview to ensure that O'SULLIVAN
did not get them (Exhibit 72, p. 43). HUKILL said person after person
gave the same infomation about the same two people (Exhibit 72, p. 67).
HUKILL gathered from the information provided by the supervisors that
DEL CORE and O'SULLIVAN were both unmanaged and unmanageable
(Exhibit 72, p. 74).

25. O'SULLIVAN told HUKILL that there was no end or solution to,the issue
which was management's ability (Exhibit 72, p. 54).

,

26. HUKILL provided an oral presentation of his findings to NU senior
managers and later provided a written report (Exhibit 33). HUKILL made
three recommendations to NU as the result, of his interviews at MNP2: 1)

,

|_ remove DEL CORE and O'SULLIVAN from the site, 2) upgrade the authority
|| of site management, and 3) communicate any decisions relative to any ;!

ections taken against the two employees to the working level
|(Exhibit 33, pp. 11 and 12). '

'

t |

! 27. On October 17, 1991, HUKILL provided NU with a written
! report (Exhibit 33 which found that there was a near total

breakdown in the em)ployer/ employee relationship. The report
i

further stated that DEL CORE and O'SULLIVAN were both unmanaged
and unmanageable, and that no viable path to resolution was
identified (Exhibit 33, pp. 8 and 9). i

'

28. HUKILL said he had never seen such a hostile environment where employees
would not work with each other and where supervisors were leaving(Exhibit 72, p. 62).

29. HUKILL anticipated that the plant may eventually have to be shut down by
the NRC or by NU's own management because the working environment had
deteriorated so badly that there could be a question of safe operation
(Exhibit 72, pp. 66 and 67).

30. After receiving the HUKILL recommendation, ELLIS said he
i

referred to three sources of information which he utilized indetermining what action to take: (1) the HUKILL report, (2) the
advice of his senior managers, and (3) documentation of alleged
misbehavior on the part of DEL CORE and O'SULLIVAN (Exhibit 30,
pp. 68 and 69).

31. FOX stated he had never, in his entire experience, encountered a
relationship so strained, and he was shocked to hear HUKILL say that
neither had HUKILL previously encountered such a difficult situation

| (Exhibit 74, p. 71).

32. ELLIS said he was surprised at HUKILL's conclusions regarding the
seriousness of the situation regarding DEL CORE and O'SULLIVAN because

!
:
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HUKILL told him that the problem could become an issue of safe
operation (Exhibit 30, p. 61). Neither ELLIS nor FOX suspected that the
issue of safety related to deliberate sabotage. Rather, ELLIS accepted,

HUKILL's prediction that the presence of DEL CORE and O'SULLIVAN would
i

. lead to an instance where something wasn't done right (Exhibit 30,
| p. 89). ELLIS said he was concerned about distractions, disputes, and a
j breakdown in trust during plant operations (Exhibit 30, p. 92).

33. FOX feared that DEL CORE or O'SULLIVAN would not imediately report and,

; resolve a safety concern, in favor of reporting the concern to the NRC
q (Exhibit 74, p. 80).

34. RAYMOND h'd earlier documented such a possibility as the result of a
i meeting he had with DEL CORE on August 13, 1990. RAYMOND noted that

DEL CORE does not trust NU or their corrective action programs and will
j not work with NU management directly or exclusively (Exhibit 75, p. 2).

| 35. D0L reported that CLLIS terminated DEL CORE as a result of HUKILL's
! investigation (Exhibit 49, p. 8). DOL stated later in the report that
i ELLIS made the determination to terminate DEL CORE based on the input
; from his senior management (Exhibit 49, p. 11).

| 36. NRC inspector HABIGHORST told the DOL case officers that the HUKILL
report appeared to be slanted toward management and was not balanced.t

DOL reported HABIGHORST as saying that the report was used to justify
the firings and that the content of the report did not appear impartial
(Exhibit 49, p. 11 and Exhibit 48, p. 6).,

37. DOL cited the HUKILL report as being used to justify
0'SULLIVAN's termination, although no reasons were given to'
support the conclusion (Exhibit 48, p. 14).

j 38. To 01, HABIGHORST expanded on his statement to D0L regarding the slanted
appearance of the HUKILL report (Exhibit 76). HABIGHORST observed that,

even though HUKILL seemed to find shortcomings on the part of
1 management, he did not mention any managers by name or make any
! corrective recomendations as he did with DEL CORE and O'SULLIVAN
; (Exhibit 76, p. 3). HABIGHORST also concluded that the work environment
; was essentially as HUKILL described it (Exhibit 76, p. 3).
j 39. RAYMOND told DOL that he felt the HUKILL report was fair and objective

(Exhibit 77, p. 1).
:

40. ELLIS asserted that he did not view the HUKILL report in and of itself
. as suitable for taking any action (Exhibit 30, p. 62). ELLIS said he
| based his decision on the results of the HUKILL report, consultation

with his chain of comand, and existing documentation regarding thei

activities of DEL CORE and O'SULLIVAN (Exhibit 30, pp. 62 and 63).
-

41. A sumary of events for both DEL CORE (Exhibit 78) and
0'SULLIVAN (Exhibit 79) was reviewed by ELLIS as part of his4

! deliberation. The sumaries, referred to as site working files,
)
i
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gave examples and outlines of the relationship that had existed|

since 1988 between NU and the two allegers.!

42. ELLIS said that after he heard from HUKILL he wanted to know if his
,

| managers thought the behavior was as bad as he had heard and whether
I

there were any chances of a turnaround (Exhibit 30, pp. 69 and 70).

) 43. During consultations between ELLIS and his senior managers, KEENAN told
ELLIS that DEL CORE and O'SULLIVAN should be terminated due to their
behavior towards management and their disruptive relationship with co-
workers (Exhibit 66, p. 8). KEENAN told ELLIS that every effort to mend!

|

the relationship had been unsuccessful and the situation was worsening
(Exhibit 66, p. 125).

44. KEENAN said he assured ELLIS that his advice was not based
on the number of concerns being filed by DEL CORE and O'SULLIVAN,
but rather the abuse the allegers were causing their co-workers
(Exhibit 66, p. 127).

45. FOX said the situation at MNP2 was very bad by mid-1991. He described
the issue as discouraging because there had been no forward movement
after years of trying to conciliate (Exhibit 74, p. 68). FOX believed
that the employment relationship was so poisoned that it was
irreconcilably broken (Exhibit 74, p. 91).

46. OPEKA recommended termination of DEL CORE and O'SULLIVAN as the only
option (Exhibit 71, p. 11).

47. ROMBERG said the general feeling was that NU management had no power or
authority to solve the problem and that it was worsening (Exhibit 68, p.
58).

48. SCACE recalled that the senior managers who met with ELLIS during the
deliberations concluded that DEL CORE and O'SULLIVAN should be removed
from site and not placed elsewhere in the company (Exhibit 69, p. 72).

INVESTIGATOR'S NOTE: SCACE reviewed his transcribed
interview on February 2, 1993, and completed an errata sheet
(Exhibit 69, p. 84). The transcription reflects that SCACE
and the other managers concluded that (DEL CORE and
O'SULLIVAN) "shouldn't" be removed from site (Exhibit 69,
p. 72). SCACE noted on his errata sheet that the word
"shouldn't" should be corrected to "should." The correction

>

is compatible with the context of the int 6rview.

49. ELLIS said he agreed that DEL CORE and O'SULLIVAN must be removed from
MNP2. ELLIS said a transfer was ruled out, since experience

. demonstrated that a change in managers had previously not solved the
problem between NU and the allegers (Exhibit 30, pp. 69 and 70;
Exhibit 66, p. 78; and Exhibit 69, pp. 65 and 66).
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| 50. FOX thought a transfer would be a further indication of how far NU would
i go to accommodate DEL CORE and O'SULLIVAN. Although FOX leaned toward

;

i

transfer, he knew there was a high probability that termination would be
the eventual result (Exhibit 74, pp. 99 and.101).

51. ELLIS said by the time he received input from his mana ers and HUKILL it
wasapparentthatfurtherattemptsatconciliationwou$dbeawasteof
time (Exhibit 30, p. 90). ELLIS stated that, although safe operation of
the plant was a factor, it was not the only consideration (Exhibit 30,
p. 95).

52. According to SCACE and FOX, DEL CORE and O'SULLIVAN were I
terminated for insubordination, belligerence, and threatening,

;
| statements which prevented MNP2 from being an open environment 1

| (Exhibit 69, p. 6 and Exhibit 74, p. 86).
,

53. DEL CORE was quoted in the Norwich, Connecticut, " Bulletin" on October
'

30, 1990, as saying the NU safety concerns program had a potential for
success but only if the NRC ordered major management changes at NU
(Exhibit 81).

54. SCACE and others stated that news articles critical of NU were affecting
morale (Exhibit 69, p. 29; Exhibit 82, p. 29; Exhibit 83, pp. 39 and 41;
and Exhibit 84, p. 7).

55. MROCZKA, former senior vice president of nuclear operations at NU, {declined to be interviewed for the reasons set forth in an affidavit he '

; signed on April 11, 1993 (Exhibit 87).
1

Wfether there was an Irreconcilable Breakdown in Communications w'ith DEL CORE. -

as Claimed by NU

56. DOL concluded that there was not an irreconcilable breakdown in
relations betweer. DEL CORE and NU management. DOL cited DEL CORE's
meeting with the ARCTFG and his offers to mediate as examples of his
positive efforts to work with management. DOL noted that DEL CORE met
with HUKILL, even though it was not mandatory (Exhibit 49, p. 14).i

57. HUKILL stated that DEL CORE did not discuss NU's procedures for
reporting safety concerns, but complained about NU management throughout
the interview (Exhibit 72, p. 53). DEL CORE told HUKILL that his goal

| in life was to get NU's management and that he intended to do it.
DEL CORE referred to KEENAN by name and told HUKILL that KEENAN was

| incompetent (Exhibit 72, p. 49).

58. HUKILL reported that DEL CORE told him that the disagreement between NU
| and him could never be resolved, and that there was no solution except

to get rid of NU management (Exhibit 72, p. 50).

59. PALLADINO, HAYWARD, and HANSON all noticed a change in DEL CORE's
attitude toward management subsequent to a grievance DEL CORE filed

|
,

|
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regarding an overtime policy in 1988 (Exhibit 85, p. 7; Exhibit 86, p.
5; and Exhibit 87, pp. 4 and 10).

60. KEENAN agreed with others who said DEL CORE's conflicts with management
began at the end of 1987 when strict overtime guidelines went into.

effect (Exhibit 66, pp. 29 and 30; Exhibit 88, p. 63; Exhibit 87, p. 10;
i Exhibit 86, p. 5; Exhibit 89, p. 7; Exhibit 90, p. 17; [xhibit 91,

p.14; and Exhibit 92, pp. 36 and 37).,

i 61. ROMBERG believes there was a malicious effort on DEL CORE's part to load
up the NU system with large numbers of concerns (Exhibit 68, p. 40).:

!
! 62. DEL CORE told SHAK00R that he (DEL CORE) was going to stay at 19(P2 and
| "make life miserable for these bastards" (Exhibit 93, p.17).
'

63.
PALLADINO confirmed the account and said he was with SHAK00R when
DEL CORE walked into their work area and started complaining about the
NRC being in bed with the utilities (Exhibit 85, p. 20).

64. ATKINSON feels DEL CORE should have been terminated because of his
relationship with management and his inability to focus on his job
(Exhibit 94, p. 22).

65. D0L stated there was no evidence of poor performance or failure to
communicate with his supervisors on DEL CORE's part, and that DEL CORE
had always been willing to mediate and had tried to mend fences
(Exhibit 49, p. 15).

66. MROCZKA and SCACE met with DEL CORE and O'SULLIVAN in late 1988 and
heard from DEL CORE that retribution and a public apology was necessary
before there could be further discussion (Exhibit 69, pp. 34 and 41).

67. DEL CORE repeated the necessity of an apology from NU in a discussion
with BECKER (Exhibit 67, p. 74).

68. LAUDENAT said he and SCACE met with DEL CORE and O'SULLIVAN on another
occasion to see if pertinent issues could be identified and resolved.
LAUDENAT said both DEL CORE and O'SULLIVAN became loud, profane, and
abusive. LAUDENAT said it was the most unprofessional situation he had
ever experienced and that their behavior was totally unwarranted
(Exhibit 88, pp. 68 and 69).

69. SCACE said he met with DEL CORE later in 1989 to discuss alleged
unresolved issues. DEL CORE told SCACE that there could be no
resolution to his technical issues until NU started treating him
properly and fairly. When SCACE tried to understand how DEL CORE was
being treated unfairly, DEL CORE told him to look at the DOL issues he
was filing or to attend a legislative hearing where DEL CORE would be
testifying (Exhibit 69, pp. 44-46).
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70. According to a SCACE nemo dated March 14, 1990, DEL CORE declined to
, participate in his 1989 evaluation with BECKER and SCHLEICHER unless

they raised his performance ratings (Exhibit 95, p. 2).
, 71.
|

SMITH recalled an occasion in January 1991 when DEL CORE became very
angry during a discussion of overtime. DEL CORE yelled at SMITH, walked

| out of SMITH's office, and refused to return when told to do so by SMITH
j (Exhibit 96, p. 68).
; 72. BECKER said there were a number of instances where DEL CORE would not irespond to a supervisor's request (Exhibit 67, p. 68). On May 14, 1991, Ii BECKER wrote a memo (Exhibit 97) to DEL CORE and asked for additional !! information on a concern, to which DEL CORE did not respond (Exhibit 67,

{p. 48).
'

73. Both SMITH and GOSS overheard DEL CORE tell a co-worker, Gary JOHNSON,
ithat if JOHNSON was going to provide a concern to management that he

should not provide all of the available information at hand (Exhibit 96,
p. 88 and Exhibit 98, p. 20). SMITH said he believes DEL CORE was ,

'

withholding information on concerns which made them more difficult to
1

resolve (Exhibit 96, p. 97). SMITH thinks DEL CORE was terminated ;
,

'

because he either could not or would not communicate with management ;(Exhibit 96, p. 108).

74. DEL CORE was overheard by VINING telling a new electrician not to
provide any information to management, whom DEL CORE referred to as the
enemy (Exhibit 99, p. 12).

t

75. Prior to DEL CORE's termination, RITCHIE said DEL CORE made it clear
that he was not telling management anything, and that he was only going
to report concerns to the NRC (Exhibit 84, p. 29 . DEL CORE expressed
to RITCHIE that he did not trust anyone in manage) ment (Exhibit 84,
p. 38).

76. McNERNEY related that he was told by an NRC representative not to
contact DEL CORE to obtain additional information to assist in the
disposition of a technical concern, because the allegers were supposed
to be confidential (Exhibit 100, p. 21).

77. SMITH said it was difficult to give DEL CORE his daily assignment
because he would challenge SMITH in front of the other employees
(Exhibit 96, p. 71).,

78. SALEN said he was promoted to supervisor in 1987 and immediately had
conflicts with DEL CORE. SALEN resigned 6 months later primarily due to
DEL CORE (Exhibit 101, pp. 11 and 13). SALEN asserted that DEL CORE has
flatly refused to follow his supervisory instructions in the past
(Exhibit 101, p. 36).,

79. According to SCHLEICHER, by 1991 DEL CORE was very disruptive and
discourteous. He said DEL CORE would constantly attack him during open
meetings regarding assignments and would profanely accuse him

:

i
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(SCHLEICHER) of not doing his job. SCHLEICHER said he could not make a,

'

simple assignment without DEL CORE making a negative comment and that
DEL CORE challenged everything SCHLEICHER asked him to do (Exhibit 102,
pp. 13-16 and 35).

80. - SCHLEICHER recalls that every time he tried to have a discussion with
DEL CORE on work-related matters, DEL CORE would confuse the issue or
not allow the point to be made (Exhibit 102, p. 51).

! 81. SCHLEICHER believes that if he had counseled DEL CORE in response to the
complaints from co-workers, it would have brought on verbal abuse and
additional DOL complaints of harassment (Exhibit 102, p. 35).

| 32. SCHLEICHER said DEL CORE showed no respect for him as a supervisor or a
! friend during the conflicts that often occurred several times a day
j between DEL CORE and others (Exhibit 102, p. 19).

'

83. SCHLEICHER said he could not handle DEL CORE and that it affected his
view of himself as a supervisor (Exhibit 102, p. 22).

84. CUTLER observed that the supervisors took a " massive amount of crap"
i from DEL CORE because he (DEL CORE) would file a court case if the
i supervisor tried to discipline him (Exhibit 103, p. 19).
| 85. CUTLER contends that an employer can't have somebody questioning a
| supervisor every time they try to speak and that's what DEL CORE was'

doing (Exhibit 103, p. 20). CUTLER conveyed that he would have fired
DEL CORE for insubordination if he had been his supervisor (Exhibit 103,p. 42).

86. SHAK0UR, a metrology technician for Sun Nuclear Services for 13 years,
has known DEL CORE during that period (Exhibit 93, p. 4). During July

! or August 1991, SHAK00R witnessed an I&C shop meeting led by BECKER.
DEL CORE kept interrupting BECKER, describing BECKER's instructions as

L " bullshit," and saying he (DEL CORE) was not going to follow the new
procedures (Exhibit 93, p. 9). SHAK0UR told BECKER that he had to leave
the meeting because DEL CORE was a crybaby (Exhibit 93, pp. 8 and 9).
SHAK00R said if he had been DEL CORE's supervisor he would have fired
him that day (Exhibit 93, p. 24).

87. SCHLEICHER said DEL CORE was totally uncooperative and argumentative
during the encounter with BECKER (Exhibit 102, p. 53).

88. RITCHIE stated that DEL CORE turned against every manager from bottom to
top, including the NRC (Exhibit 84, p. 31). RITCHIE considered DEL CORE
his best friend while he (RITCHIE) was working as a specialist.

! However, the month RITCHIE was upgraded to the position of relief
| supervisor, DEL CORE turned against him until RITCHIE once again was

working as a specialist (Exhibit 84, p. 33).

89. LATOUR has been a specialist in the MNP2 I&C shop for 10 yearsi

(Exhibit 89, p. 3) and recalls that DEL CORE formerly would work with
s
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management on problems. LATOUR said DEL CORE got to the point that he
would look for every opportunity to question management decisions
(Exhibit 89, p. 10).

90. LATOUR testified that DEL CORE routinely told supervisors that an
assfunment was screwed up and that he (DEL CORE would not perform it.
LATOUR said DEL CORE would intimidate the superv)isor when morning
assignments were handed out and often the supervisor would exchange the
assignment (Exhibit 89, p. 12).

91. BECKER said supervisors had a difficult time because DEL CORE would
dispute engineering opinions, even though he (DEL CORE) was not an
engineer (Exhibit 67, p. 35).

92. SALEN observed that DEL CORE was extremely disrespectful to BECKER and
that BECKER " qualified for sainthood" in dealing with DEL CORE
(Exhibit 101, p. 31).

93. SHAK0UR believes that NU'could not have kept DEL CORE, because it was as
if DEL CORE was taking over. DEL CORE was described by SHAK00R as J

getting worse and worse (Exhibit 93, p. 24).
I

94. LATOUR said DEL CORE intimidated him regarding the assignment of
overtime when LATOUR was the acting supervisor (Exhibit 89, p. 47).

95. KROSS said he also was intimidated by DEL CORE, who would become loud
and emotional in front of co-workers (Exhibit 90, p. 76).

,

96. HAYWARD maintains that DEL CORE would not listen to management on any
subject. HAYWARD said that none of DEL CORE's concerns were taken
lightly, but that DEL CORE built a wall and would not cross it
(Exhibit 86, p. 14). HAYWARD related that he never saw any effort
whatsoever on DEL CORE's part to resolve his differences with management(Exhibit 86, p. 31).

97. According to GOSS, there were frequent incidents where DEL CORE would
yell at the supervisors, such as SCHLEICHER, who never raised his voice
(Exhibit 98, p. 12).

98. MATTHEWS has seen DLL CORE throw a work assignment at SCHLEICHER or
SMITH and tell them he could not do the job. She related that the
supervisors would try to work through DEL CORE's problem but DEL CORE
would start yelling and using profanity. She recalled one incident

| where a supervisor went back to the job site with DEL CORE and learned
that a particular tool was needed which he (DEL CORE) refused to get

'

(Exhibit 104, pp. 13 and 14).

99. DEL CORE told HANSON that he (DEL CORE) did not have to come up with any
answers, that all he had to do was find the problems (Exhibit 87, p.
17).

!
:

!
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i 100. HANSON believes DEL CORE was laying the ground work for what HANSON
!
'

:
described as a free ride. HANSON recalled that he foresaw that DEL COREi would eventually sue NU because of DEL CORE's reputation for suing
others. HANSON said he watched it for years and saw it coming

e

: (Exhibit 87, pp. 17-19).
4

j 101. SALEN observed that DEL CORE's primary goal was to hurt NU and that he
: had never seen anyone like DEL CORE before (Exhibit 101, p. 37).
:

, 102. CUTLER maintains tnat DEL CORE was harassing NU by filing concerns.
| Although he does not know if there was a single motive, CUTLER considers

DEL CORE's overtime conflict with KROSS the point in time when DEL CORE'

became very bitter. As a result of the overtime issue, DEL CORE accused
| NU of paying off the judge and the NRC, according to CUTLER. CUTLER

said that as a result of the finding against DEL CORE on the overtimei

! issue in 1988, DEL CORE told CUTLER that when it was all over NU will
j wish they had paid him the money and not " fucked" with him (DEL CORE)
! (Exhibit 103, p. 10).
4

. 103. CUTLER said he overheard DEL CORE tell a co-worker, JOHNSON, that the
|j proper way to hurt a company was to ". . . bury these fuckers up to

their neck in paperwork, and you drive them to their knees." CUTLER
} said the context of the conversation involved a possible strike at a
j nearby company and that DEL CORE was asserting that a slowdown was much

{
, more effective than a strike. CUTLER concluded that he and many others
! realized that DEL CORE's efforts involved more than safety concerns '

;

j (Exhibit 103, p. 12).

i 104. CUTLER maintains that he and DEL CORE got along well and could converse
j and work together. During one conversation, CUTLER told DEL CORE that ,

i he (CUTLER) did not understand what DEL CORE was trying to accomplish.
j DEL CORE told CUTLER that someday a grand jury would investigate the

issues which DEL CORE was involved in at MNP2 and at that time CUTLER
! would understand DEL CORE's activities. According to CUTLER, DEL CORE
] contended that the company president and vice presidents were all liars

and perjurers and that it would all come out one day in a grand jury:

j (Exhibit 103, pp. 15 and 16).
'

,
i 105. CUTLER considered it public knowledge that DEL CORE was trying to getj rid of ELLIS, FOX, MROCZKA, and KEENAN. CUTLER said DEL CORE thought
{ KEENAN and MROCZKA were liars (Exhibit 103, p. 33).
<

; 106. McNERNEY believes DEL CORE went out of his way to make NU pay for an
4

I
overtime issue that was decided against him. McNERNEY estimated that he
spent approximately 80 percent of his time handling concerns fromi DEL CORE. He also believes that DEL CORE withheld pertinent information'

from his concerns in order to make McNERNEY's task more difficult
(Exhibit 100, pp. 20 and 21).

,

i 107. PALLADINO related instances where DEL CORE has filed civil suits against
contractors, car dealers, and others, and described DEL CORE as a

; vengeful person (Exhibit 85, p.17).
:

|
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108. According to LATOUR, DEL CORE criticized SMITH, KEENAN, and BECKER and
said management heads would have to roll to straighten out the situation
(Exhibit 89, p. 27).

109. JONES and HAYWARD agreed that DEL CORE's conflict with NU originated
with an overtime dispute which was decided against DEL CORE (Exhibit 91,
p. 14 and Exhibit 86, p. 11).

110. HANSON recalls a specific instance where DEL CORE's attitude changed.
HANSON said DEL CORE had a conference with KROSS as a result of ani
overtime issue. When DEL CORE came out of the office he said, since
they (NU) would not pay him, he would show the " son of a bitches."
HANSON said everything went downhill from that point (Exhibit 87,p. 10).

111. SALEN said DEL CORE was never satisfied with the responses he received
| on his concerns, even though they were technically correct (Exhibit 101,p. 39). ,

112. According to GRINDLE, the general belief among the workers was that
DEL CORE was trying to bury NU in paper work (Exhibit 105, p. 16).

113.
PALLADINO affirmed that there was a breakdown between DEL CORE and NU
and that DEL CORE could not be satisfied (Exhibit 85, p. 29).

114.
DEL CORE told SLADKY that he (DEL CORE) would be at MNP2 forever because
NU could not get rid of him in view of DEL CORE's protected status i

i(Exhibit 106, p. 20).
!

115. GOSS said engineers were working hundreds of hours on DEL CORE's
concerns but that nothing was ever good enough for him (Exhibit 98,
p. 21). She related that DEL CORE seemed to pull issues out of the air
just to clog the system and that some of DEL CORE's issues that she
researched had no basis (Exhibit 98, pp. 20 and 21).

s

i
; 116. COSS thinks DEL CORE was driven by something and that he was obsessed' with getting back at NU. She related that no one in the department was

doing anything to DEL CORE, but that he believed that everyone was out 3

to get him (Exhibit 98, p. 20).

117. ARNETT was responsible for reviewing technical concerns raised by i

|

DEL CORE. On occasion, DEL CORE would ask ARNETT if he was busy enough
or if ARNETT needed more concerns to handle (Exhibit 107, p. 23).

118. ARNETT reviewed many of DEL CORE's concerns and believes DEL CORE was
intentionally trying to mislead people. ARNETT thinks that DEL CORE
intentionally withheld information to make the concerns vague
(Exhibit 107, pp. 47 and 48 . ARNETT described one event where DEL CORE
became agitated when he was) asked to clarify a concern in the presence
of an NRC inspector. ARNETT said DEL CORE skirted the issue and tried
to shift the blame to NU for not addressing concerns and was unable to,

; articulate the basis of the concern in question (Exhibit 107, p. 50).
{
!
'
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119. DEL CORE and O'SULLIVAN complained in a cosigned letter to then NRC
Commission Chairman Kenneth CARR that they were required to justify
every minute detail of their complaints (Exhibit 108, p. 2).

Whether DEL CORE had a Neaative Imnact on his Co-Workers. as Claimed bv NU

120. RITCHIE opined that if he were a permanent supervisor he would think
about leaving rather than dealing with DEL CORE (Exhibit 84, p. 36).

121. CUTLER asserted that he would have left his job at MNP2 if DEL CORE had
not been fired (Exhibit 103, p. 39).

122. If DEL CORE had not been fired, HANSON said he would have looked for
another job (Exhibit 87, p. 31). HANSON said he expressed to his
supervisor that he preferred not to work with DEL CORE (Exhibit 87,
p. 35).

123. MATTHEWS affirmed that she was looking for another job Ju, to DEL CORE's
disruptions. She said the stress was to the point that she was being
treated by a doctor for migraine headaches (Exhibit 104, p._19).

124. ARNETT was looking for another job as a result of the conditions in the
I&C shop caused by DEL CORE (Exhibit 107, p. 33).

125. ARNETT learned from some of the I&C specialists that they hated working
in the MNP2 I&C shop and would seek work elsewhere if they did not have
so many years with NU (Exhibit 107, p. 29).

126. SMITH said he would have resigned if DEL CORE had not been fired
(Exhibit 96, p. 110).

127. McNERNEY was looking for another job to get away from DEL CORE and said
he would still leave if DEL CORE returned to MNP2 (Exhibit 100, p. 26).

128. VINING, an I&C specialist at MNP2 for approximately 9 years when
DEL CORE was terminated, said the work environment was so bad that he
was looking for another job (Exhibit 99, pp. 5 and 24).

129. DOL said the HUKILL report was used by ELLIS as a basis to terminate
DEL CORE and O'SULLIVAN. DOL stated that HUKILL's report contended that
co-workers feared retaliation from DEL CORE if they disagreed with him
but that the DOL investigation did not substantiate that statement. DOL
said it learned that several employees were not afraid to disagree with
DEL CORE and had done so in the past (Exhibit 49, p. 10).

130. HANSON said he became wary of DEL CORE because DEL CORE made the
statement to him that he (DEL CORE) was surprised that more people
didn't sue to get their way (Exhibit 87, p. 6).

131. SLADKY, who has known DEL CORE for 20 years, said DEL CORE is always
filing suit against someone (Exhibit 106, p. 26).
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132. SHAK00R said DEL CORE often talked about the civil litigation he
(DEL CORE) filed against others (Exhibit 93, p. 28).

133. When giving a work assignment to DEL CORE, RITCHIE would try to pick out
an assignment that was " fool proof" and which would not bring on
complaints by DEL CORE (Exhibit 84, p. II). RITCHIE said DEL CORE was
not mean to people, but that he was confrontational (Exhibit 84, p.12).

134. According to McNERNEY, if you were a com>any man you were not on
DEL CORE's side. It was an us against t tem situation (Exhibit 100,p. 18).

135. SALEN said the overall attitude of the I&C shop was fearful and angry
(Exhibit 101, p. 8).

136. The NU employee's handbook sections on " Personal Behavior" and " Personal
Conduct" state that indecent, threatening, or abusive language...is not
permitted and that infractions could result in disciplinary action,
including dismissal (Exhibit 109, pp. B-3 and B-12).

INVESTIGATOR'S NOTE: In order to reduce paper volume, only
ithe above referenced section of the employee handbook is
!being provided as an exhibit.
'

i137. DOL said it learned from a number of the MNP2 employees they interviewed ;

that DEL CORE was not a distraction and that the majority of people
ij worked together well with DEL CORE. DOL further reported that '

! DEL CORE's profanity did not stand out as an exception in the work
i force. The implication, although not stated in the DOL whistleblower
| report, was that DEL CORE's profanity was not disruptive (Exhibit 49,p. 10). ,

!

138. HAYWARD opined that he has never heard anyone call their supervisor some
j of the names that DEL CORE called his and that any other employer would
L have fired DEL CORE after one minute (Exhibit 86, pp. 19 and 23).
!

| 139. MATTHEWS described DEL CORE's profanity as very disruptive. She said
j she had complained to her supervisor about it and was advised to take a
a walk if she needed to. MATTHEWS said DEL CORE was so disruptive and
! loud that she could not even talk on the telephone when he was yelling.
i She added that DEL CORE's disruptions seemed like an everyday occurrence
| (Exhibit 104, pp. 9 and 10).
a

140. SMITH said DEL CORE was definitely more profane than the other employees
; and used his profanity to intimidate others (Exhibit 96, p. 103).
1
; 141. McNERNEY said DEL CORE was so abusive with his language that people

could only take so much. He added that people did not want anything to
4

! do with DEL CORE (Exhibit 100, p. 17). McNERNEY added that DEL CORE
! would browbeat his co-workers (Exhibit 100, p. 11).
i

i

i

|
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142. McNERNEY said DEL CORE's activities were disruptive to the point that it
was affecting his family life (Exhibit 100, p. 24).

1143. SALEN would not communicate with DEL CORE, because as a supervisor, hei 1

i did not like being sworn at and belittled by an employee (Exhibit 101,
p. 41).

144. SALEN said the last months before DEL CORE's termination was the worst
time of his professional life because DEL CORE was completely out of
control. SALEN had several serious conflicts with DEL CORE and was to
the point of telling his supervisor that he would no longer work with
DEL CORE (Exhibit 101, pp. 6 and 7).

145. SALEN said DEL CORE's profanity was completely disruptive and he did not
know how his (DEL CORE's) supervisor kept his composure (Exhibit 101,
p. 30).

146. HAYWARD has heard DEL CORE yell at his supervisor and refuse work in a
| belligerent way (Exhibit 86, p. 15). !

3

147. GOSS said most males were polite and apologized for occasional slips ofprofanity. GOSS recalled times when she would have to leave the area
because of DEL CORE's profanity (Exhibit 98, pp. 7-9).

148. HANSON stated that DEL CORE was often abusive and profane with his
supervisor at shop meetings. HANSON said DEL CORE would never agree
with management and would argue every solution to every problem
(Exhibit 87, pp. 20 and 24).

149. ARNETT agreed with other employees that DEL CORE's use of profanity was
inappropriate (Exhibit 107, p. 42). When DEL CORE was having a
discussion in the supervisor's office, ARNETT said you normally could

,

! hear DEL CORE in a loud and profane manner. On one occasion, ARNETT'

said he was appalled that DEL CORE would talk to BECKER so profanely
(Exhibit 107, p. 44).

150. KROSS said co-workers would stop working when DEL CORE came into the
area because they did not want him watching them. As a result,
productivity was affected (Exhibit 90, p. 53).

! 151. According to VINING, DEL CORE made it impossible to work due to the
tension he created. VINING said he could not concentrate on his job,
because DEL CORE was always boisterous and would criticize other
peoples' work (Exhibit 99, p. 6).

152. VINING recalled that co-workers avoided DEL CORE and would defer to him
because DEL CORE would intimidate them by screaming and yelling
(Exhibit 99, p. 17).

153. DERSHAM said he had been an I&C specialist for 11 years when DEL CORE
was terminated and had worked in the same shop with DEL CORE for that4

; period of time (Exhibit 92, p. 4). DERSHAM has never seen DEL CORE be
.

!
.
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insubordinate and does not know what NU was referring to in the
termination letter (Exhibit 92, pp. 14 and 15). DERSHAM does not
believe that DEL CORE was abrasive (Exhibit 92, p. 17) or disruptive
(Exhibit 92, p. 31).

154. DERSHAM believes some workers did not like DEL CORE making waves, but he
(DERSHAM) was not bothered by the tension (Exhibit 92, p. 7).

155. DERSHAM is aware that DEL CORE's profanity affected some of the females
in the I&C shop, but felt that the offended party did not have to sit
and listen to it (Exhibit 92, pp. 31 and 32).

156. RITCHIE described DEL CORE's arguments as being part of a day's work
(Exhibit 84, p. 14). He added that the arguments took away from
productivity and were distracting (Exhibit 84, p. 15).

157. RITCHIE described the I&C shop as being split apart because of DEL CORE
and no one else (Exhibit 84, p. 29). RITCHIE feels that the extent ofi the division in the I&C shop cannot be expressed with words (Exhibit 84,

i p. 38).

I 158. ATKINSON was a co-worker of DEL CORE's in the I&C shop for 6 years
i (Exhibit 94, p. 3 and described the shop as a relaxed place where

people got along u)ntil the later years when DEL CORE was always angryi

(Exhibit 94, p. 5).

159. CUTLER asserted that it was difficult to accomplish jobs once DEL CORE
started filing concerns. According to CUTLER, DEL CORE would leave his
job and talk with his lawyer, the NRC, or others. CUTLER said whoever,

was assigned to work with him would have to wait and that it became very;

j annoying (Exhibit 103, p. 9).
4

| 160. Both CUTLER and JONES maintained that having to wait on
i DEL CORE while he talked on the phone was a disruption and
j affected productivity. CUTLER said it made him look bad as he sati and waited for DEL CORE to finish talking (Exhibit 103, p. 9 and
| Exhibit 91, p. 15).
i 161. CUTLER recalled that DEL CORE's yelling on the phone was a constant
| distraction. CUTLER said that even though concerns reported to the NRC
j were supposed to be confidential, DEL CORE would yell at NRC
; representatives and tell them they were not doing their job
j (Exhibit 103, p. 39).
!

; 162. HANSON related that it was depressing that DEL CORE was on the phone
; with his lawyer so much. HANSON said he would eat his lunch outside the

shop area so he would not have to listen to DEL CORE planning strategy;

i with his lawyer and others (Exhibit 87, p. 39).
i 163. CUTLER said that DEL CORE would rant, rave, scream, and cuss if he did
, not agree with someone. CUTLER has observed DEL CORE blow up on
; frequent occasions and affimed that co-workers would not talk to
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DEL CORE about their work in order to avoid his temper (Exhibit 103,p. 17).

164. CUTLER said DEL CORE would observe the work of co-employees and
!

profanely tell the co-worker that he didn't know what he was doing
(Exhibit 103, p. 21). The co-workers eventually avoided discussing jtheir work and there was no longer an exchange of information. CUTLER
observed that an open discussion of problems is a learning process, and

|

that the I&C shop lost that learning mechanism due to DEL CORE's !

attitude (Exhibit 103, p. 22).

165. CUTLER could not say whether DEL CORE had a negative impact on the
.

station as a whole, however, he said employees from other units were
aware of the problems at MNP2 I&C (Exhibit 103, p. 32). |

166. CUTLER maintained that it was DEL CORE's attitude that was the problem
and not the fact that he was filing so man
CUTLER said DEL CORE would file a concern,y concerns with the NRC.and if the NRC or NU's '

engineer disagreed with him, he would profanely denounce that person
(Exhibit 103, p. 38).

167. CUTLER holds that the I&C shop at MNP2 was dysfunctional as a direct
result of DEL CORE's activities and that DEL CORE was intentionally
harassing the company (Exhibit 103, pp. 40 and 41).

168. McNERNEY said that until 1988, the MNP2 I&C shop was the best department
on site and that people from other departments were always were trying
to transfer there. McNERNEY said that the shop became completely split
between the employees who supported DEL CORE and those who DEL CORE
referred to as company men (Exhibit 100, pp. 3 and 4).

169. LATOUR indicated that DEL CORE's opinion of management tended to !
i separate those employees who agreed with him (DEL CORE) from those who
; didn't. LATOUR said he was referred to as a company man in a derogatory

manner by DEL CORE (Exhibit 89, p. 24).

170. McNERNEY related that DEL CORE took it upon himself to check everyone's
work, and that it was as if DEL CORE was always looking over someone's
shoulder. As a result, McNERNEY said the I&C specialists quit talking
because they were afraid to take responsibility. He said the
specialists were afraid if they made a mistake that DEL CORE would make
an issue out of it (Exhibit 100, pp. 5 and 6).

171. PALLADINO holds that the workers in the I&C shop were affected when
DEL CORE began filing concerns (Exhibit 85, p. 14). He believes that
the workers were uptight because it was as if someone was watching them
all the time. According to PALLADINO, the environment caused by the

i stress affected the shop's efficiency (Exhibit 85, p. 25).
1

! 172. KANE said he had never seen a confrontation between DEL CORE and other
I&C employees, but proceeded to describe a confrontation between

'

i

i
i
i
*
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:
:

: DEL CORE and MYERS. KANE contends that management took no action
against MYERS for provoking the argument (Exhibit 111, pp. 13 r.nd 14).

| 173. MYERS stated he was accused by DEL CORE of spitting at DEL CORE. MYERS
! said he was admonished by BECKER and was asked to apologize. MYERS said

he did not spit at DEL CORE, and that he felt like he was being,

j reprimanded just to make DEL CORE feel good. He added that he (MYERS)
was the one being picked on, and that he refused to apologize to:

i DEL CORE (Exhibit 112, pp. 14-18).
.

| 174. KANE testified that DEL CORE was not disruptive during daily shop
| meetings and that when the supervisor talked the specialists would
; listen (Exhibit 111, p. 17). However, KANE said he would not want
i DEL CORE back in the I&C shop, nor does he think others would want him
| back. KANE contends that the specialists now single and converse prior

to starting work, which did not happen when DEL CORE was present
(Exhibit 111, pp. 33 and 34).,

.

j 175. LATOUR felt that any question from DEL CORE to supervisors during shop
i meetings would cause tension. LATOUR said if DEL CORE did not like the
i answer he would argue with the supervisor in front of everyone
! (Exhibit 89, p. 29).
!

i 176. LATOUR felt that he and DEL CORE had a good personal relationship, but^

at work, LATOUR always felt DEL CORE was looking over his shoulder.
LATOUR said DEL CORE would watch him in an effort to find something
wrong so that DEL CORE could raise a concern (Exhibit E9, p. 16).

:

; 177. LATOUR recalled that when a disagreement arose it was easier to ge along
! with DEL CORE than to try to argue with him (Exhibit 89, p. 17).
J

| 178. LATOUR contends that on a day-to-day basis, DEL CORE was disruptive and
j abrasive (Exhibit 89, p. 28).
i

! 179. SMITH's and BECKER's experience was that some co-workers would not
{ openly discuss technical issues because they did not want to get
j involved with DEL CORE (Exhibit 67, p. 61 and Exhibit 96, p. 76).
4

; 180. LATOUR described how other employees would talk out of DEL CORE's
| presence, in order to avoid his input (Exhibit 89, p. 31).
-
.

| 181. JONES said not a day passed by in the I&C shop where DEL CORE did not
j have an argument or difference of opinion with someone (Exhibit 91,
i p. 12).
'

;

i 182. HAYWARD described DEL CORE as one who could and would intimidate most of
| his co-workers (Exhibit 86, p. 22).

! 183. HANSON asserted that DEL CORE would watch him, apparently trying to find
j an error in HANSON's work (Exhibit 87, pp. 15 and 16).
4

i

i
!
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:

184. GRINDLE agreed with the accounts of other I&C specialists that DEL CORE
would insert himself into the work of others to see if he could find:

i something wrong. If DEL CORE could find something, he would report it
: to the NRC instead of discussing it with the co-worker. GRINDLE said
j the 11C shop was tense because no one ever knew what DEL CORE was going'

to do (Exhibit 105, pp. 5 and 6).

185. GOSS described one occasion when she heard DEL CORE screaming at BECKER'

inside BECKER's office and thought someone was going to get hurt. GOSS
said the department secretary, Barbara MATTHEWS, became so upset that,

G0SS had to escort her outside. GOSS concluded that she could not take ii the disruption any longer and decided to transfer out of MNP2 I&C |
(Exhibit 98, pp. 9 and 10).

i

| 186. GOSS said that the days that DEL CORE was not present in the shop were
; completely different. She said people were happy and referred to those
i days as " bonus days" (Exhibit 98, p. 13).
I
: 187. GOSS felt intimidated by DEL CORE, even though he was usually pleasant i

; to her. She said she was intimidated by him because she never knew what
; to expect. GOSS identified one ircident where she handed his an
; assignment and he intimidated her te the point that she took it back

jj without saying anything to him (Exhib h an. pp. 1d and 15).
/
! 188. GOSS maintained that there were so many confrontations that none stand |
! out. She said there could have been one, or five, or nine tach week
| (Exhibit 98, p. 17). j

'

:

| 189. GOSS described DEL CORE as a distraction and stated she would not go
into the I&C shop while DEL CORE was there. GOSS said others were

:

i distracted because there was a fear that DEL CORE would drag them into a
situation that would cost them their job (Exhibit 98, pp.18 and 19)..

j According to GOSS, DEL CORE would not discuss a problem with a co-
; worker, but would take the issue to the NRC and the co-worker would not
; be aware of anything until something came back to them on an official
i document at a later date (Exhibit 98, p. 34).
,-

! 190. According to GOSS, DEL CORE's attitude " stunk" and his language was
j disruptive (Exhibit 98, p. 27).
:

; 191. GOSS described the I&C shop as unpredictable, distracting and
depressing. She said no one wanted to do their job, that everything
became unorganized, and the structure totaily fell apart (Exhibit 98,
p. 34).

t 192. MATTHEWS recalled one incident where DEL CORE was yelling at BECKER.
! She said BECKER was trying to calm DEL CORE down, but DEL CORE was so
) disruptive that she had to leave her office. When MATTHEWS returned,
i

BECKER's door was closed and DEL CORE was still screaming (Exhibit 104,
,

p. 8).
1

1

i
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193. MATTHEWS said DEL CORE's effect on the I&C shop was such that the I&C
employees hated coming to work (Exhibit 104, p. 20).

194. ARNETT related that the specialists did not like having to listen to
DEL CORE's complaints about the company when they did r.ot agree with
him, and that the situation affected the whole shop (Exhibit 107, 35).

195. According to ARNETT, some of the specialists supported DEL CORE and felt
!

the company was wrong. ARNETT said DEL CORE would go out of his way to
!make people uncomfortable who did not support him. The atmosphere was

one of "them and us' (Exhibit 107, pp. 36, 37, and 40).
|

,

196. ARNETT affirmed that DEL CORE definitely affected the work product of
MNP2 I&C by being disruptive (Exhibit 107, p. 43).

|197. ARNETT said that prior to DEL CORE's termination the IEC shop was a |

terrible place to work and that employees had stopped talking
(Exhibit 107, p. 10). ARNETT maintains that the I&C employees did not
like being there (assigned to the I&C shop) and that they were afraid to
do their job. ARNETT agreed with other I&C employees that when DEL CORE
was not at work it was considered a " bonus day" (Exhibit 107, p. 11).

198. PALLADINO observed DEL CORE become angry with KROSS and the ensuing
argument lasted 20 minutes or more. DEL CORE got so upset that
PALLADINO said he thought DEL CORE was going to have a heart attack.
According to PALLADINO, DEL CORE never forgot the issue. PALLADINO said
the confrontation took place in a shop meeting in front of the entire
shift and that DEL CORE's demeanor to his supervisor was way out of line
(Exhibit 85, p. 7).

199. DERSHAM recalls that DEL CORE and KP.0SS got along and had no conflicts
(Exhibit 92, p. 12).

200. The conflict between KROSS and DEL CORE spread to other employees like a
cancer, according to ARNETT. He said DEL CORE would stand in the middle
of the I&C shop and tell everyone what was coing on regarding the
dispute (Exhibit 107, p. 12). ARNETT believes that co workers got tired
of being badgered about whose side they were on regarding DEL CORE's
dispute and, as a result, no one wanted to work with DEL CORE
(Exhibit 107, p. 14).

201. ARNETT described DEL CORE's activities as akin to tearing a family
apart. He added that DEL CORE would go through files finding errors
and, by extension, was finding fault with his co-workers (Exhibit 107,
p. 17).

202. DEL CORE eas described by ARNETT as always being upset. ARNETT said
people felt uneasy because DEL CORE was unpredictable relative to ending
up in an argument (Exhibit 107, p. 25).

'

203. SCHLEICHER said DEL CORE would loudly criticize co-workers where
everyone in the shop could hear him (Exhibit 102, p.18).

4

1

'
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204. DOL labeled as untrue the statement by NU senior management that co-
| workers refused to work with DEL CORE (Exhibit 49, p.10).

205. KANE, an 1&C specialist for 9 years, said the I&C shop was happy go
i lucky and no one refused to work with DEL CORE (Exhibit Ill, p. P).
;

206. SCHLEICHER was reported by DOL as having said that he never had anyonej refuse to work with DEL CORE (Exhibit 49, p. II).
:

207. However, according to SCHLEICHER, although none of his employees refused,

to work with DEL CORE, several preferred not to do so (Exhibit 102,
-

! p. 49).
1

! 208. Both BECKER and KROSS said they had employees who asked not to work with
DEL CORE (Exhibit 67, p. 59 and Exhibit 90, p. 42).

209. SHAK00R said he had no intentions of leaving MNP2 as long as he did not.

! have to work with DEL CORE, but added that he woJld not have worked with
! DEL CORE (Exhibit 93, p. 28).
|

210. DERSHAM never had any disagreements with DEL CORE regarding DERSHAM's
work (Exhibit 92, p. 30). However, DERSHAM said other co-workers had

i heated arguments with DEL CORE, wherein they tried to convince DEL CORE
; that procedural shortcuts were acceptable (Exhibit 92, pp. 28 and 29).

DERSHAM said co-workers did not want to work with DEL CORE because they
;

j wanted to do a rush job and they were afraid DEL CORE would find
! something wrong with their work (Exhibit 92, p. 30). DERSHAM believesi that there were disgruntled employees who did not want to work with
; DEL CORE because they did not want to fight with him. DERSHAM said
i there was not a morale problem in the I&C unit but, if there was, it was
! caused by management, not DEL CORE (Exhibit 92, p. 35).
i
| 211. While working as an upgrade, or relief supervisor, RITCHIE said he did
j not hear many complaints from people not wanting to work with DEL CORE
; (Exhibit 84, p. 11).
I
.

i 212. JONES has been employed as an I&C spe'.:ialist for 3 years, however,!
approximately half of that time was spent on night shift (Exhibit 91, p.j 10). When JONES came to the I&C shop, no one warned him about

j associating with DEL CORE; however, JONES was told to be careful about
any work DEL CORE turned over to him because DEL CORE had " bagged * ort

i set up a co-worker (Exhibit 91, p. 10).
e,
'

j 213. ARNETT said that the other specialists avoided DEL CORE when he (DEL
CORE) was in the shop (Exhibit 107, p. 34).

i 214. ARNETT is responsible for resolving routine maintenance and calibration
i problems from a technical standpoint, which requires him to spent a
1 great deal of time talking to the specialists 90ut problems they findj in the plant (Exhibit 107, p. 9). According to ARNETT, the I&C
4

specialists stopped talking and stopped asking questions of ARNETT as a
j result of their fear that DEL CORE would take an issue and use it
!
j
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against the co-worker (Exhibit 107, p. 30). ARNETT, McNERNEY, and SALEN :
agreed that it was dangerous when employees quit raising and discussing
problems (Exhibit 101, p. 40; Exhibit 107 p. 29; and Exhibit 100, pp. 6
and 8).

|

215. As a result of the breakdown in communications among the specialists, !
ARNETT and McNERNEY wrote a memo in 1989 (Exhibit 188) which identified )
the problem. ARNETT said KEENAN requested more information concerning |the lack of cosmiunication identified in the meno (Exhibit 107, pp. 29 1

and 30). KEENAN shared the same concern over morale in MNP2, but I

expressed to McNERNEY and ARNETT that they should remain patient and
continue to resolve technical concerns (Exhibit 66, p. 70).

2b . SHAKOUR considered DEL CORE unpredictable and did n9t think he was to be
trusted. SHAK00R considered DEL CORE a safety threat because of his
unpredictable attitude (Exhibit 93, p. 22).

217. SHAK0UR felt that DEL CORE's disparaging remarks about supervisors
affected the unity of the I&C shop. SHAKOUR said if you did not agree
with DEL CORE regarding the supervisors, DEL CORE considered you his
enemy (E).hibit 93, p. 28).

218. DEL CORE's attitude toward management negatively affected his
(DEL CORE's) relationship with his co-workers, according to ATKINSON,
who has observed DEL CORE yelling at his co-workers. Although DEL CORE
is aggressive by nature, ATKINSON never saw him yell at a supervisor in
anger (Exhibit 94, pp. 11 and 12).

219. ATKINSON thought DEL CORE spent a lot of time looking for errors in
other employee's work, which ATKINSON thought was wrong (Exhibit 94,
p. 16).

220. According to PALLADINO, DEL CORE would use co-workers to get to the
company. DEL CORE would find improper procedures being used by the co-

,

'

workers and point it out to show the shortcomings of the company
(Exhibit 85, p. 24). PALLADINO believes the tension in the I&C shop was
caused by DEL CORE constantly telling the other employees that they were
wrong (Exhibit 85, p. 27).

221. According to HAYWARD, I&C specialists avoided DEL CORE because they
distrusted him. HAYWARD said he was afraid DEL CORE would involve him
in an allegation (Exhibit 86, pp. 20 and 21).

222. HANSON has worked at MNP2 since 1979 as an I&C specialist and has worked !
with DEL CORE on many occasions. HANSON said he enjoyed working with !

DEL CORE at one time but that relationship changed and he no longer ;
trusted DEL CORE (Exhibit 87, pp. 3 and 4). I

Whether DEL CORE was Subiected to Discarate Treatment by NU Sunervisors and :
Manaoement '
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223. DOL concluded that NU did not follow their own personnel procedures in
terminating DEL CORE (and O'SULLIVAN). NU Performance Improvement
Guidelines were identified by DOL as the current personnel procedures in
place at the time of temination (Exhibit 49, p.12).

224. FLEMING stated that NU uses a manual entitled, " Managing for Behavior
Change," commonly referred to as the " Red Book" (Exhibit 168). She
explained that a section of the " Red Book" is entitled, " Performance
Improvement Guidelines." FLEMING stated that the " Red Book" merely
provides guidelines and suggestions to supervisors for dealing with
behavior issues and offers the assistance of the Human Resource Group
(HRG) in dealing with employee issues (Exhibit 168, p.15). FLEMING
added that the use of progressive constructive discipline, which is also
part of the " Red book," is not obligatory, but a guideline for
supervisors (Exhibit 113, p. 9 and Exhibit 168, pp. 15 and 25).

225. FLEMING stated that, although some of the tactics used with O'SULLIVAN
and DEL CORE may not look exactly like they appear in the " Red Book,"
progressive constructive discipline guidelines were followed. FLEMING
was advised by various supervisors on several occasions that
constructive progressive discipline was not working and that
supervisors' efforts to confront unacceptable behavior had been,

unsuccessful (Exhibit 113, pp. 92 and 93).

226. DOL said it learned that FLEMING was not contacted by site management
regarding DEL CORE's alleged insubordination or planned termination
(Exhibit 49, p. 12).

227. FLEMING explained that supervisors and managers may take disciplinary
action without consulting the NU HRG, and that her group acts in an
advisory capacity (Exhibit 113, pp. 22 and 25). FLEMING said she, in
fact, talked to SCACE and KEENAN to discuss personnel issues involving
DEL CORE and O'SULLIVAN on a regular basis (Exhibit 113, p. 62).

228. FLEMING was never contacted by either O'SULLIVAN or DEL CORE regarding
personnel problems (Exhibit 113, p. 34).,

229. FLEMING said she was often consulted by a number of supervisors, as well
as by NU's corporate attorney regarding the corporate relationship with
DEL CORE and O'SULLIVAN (Exhibit 113, pp. 31-35). She said she provided
her professional opinion over a period of time regarding DEL CORE and
O'SULLIVAN to their respective supervisors (Exhibit 113, p. 82).
FLEMING said she often provided information to upper management
regarding the work environment in DEL CORE's and 0'SULLIVAN's shops,
although her input preceded the termination deliberations (Exhibit 113,p. 84).

230. A review of DEL CORE's personnel file disclosed no prior disciplinary
warnings before his termination. DEL CORE's performance evaluations for
the previous 4 years were "004," which is " exceeds expectations"

; (Exhibits 73,80,110,189,and).
f

;

:

i
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231. According to KEENAN, the disciplinary action that should have been taken
was overruled, since SCACE and other senior NU managers felt the
relationship with the two employees was resolvable (Exhibit 66, p. 79).

232. KROSS attempted to counsel DEL CORE regarding an outburst during a shop
meeting. DEL CORE told KROSS that he felt he had a right to talk and
act in the manner he did (Exhibit 90, p. 68).

| 233. Notes made by SCHLEICHER in DEL CORE's 1988 EDR (Exhibit 110) indicate
! that improvement is possible in the " quantity of work" and that
i improvement is needed in " resourcefulness" and " communications."

SCHLEICHER also points out in the 1988 EDR that DEL CORE has shown less
willingness to propose solutions to supervision and that DEL CORE simply

| points out problems (Exhibit 110, p. 4). In the same EDR, SCHLEICHER
| also relates that DEL CORE's communications with supervisors and co-
) workers are sometimes expressed in an unnecessarily abrasive, hostile,
!

and overbearing way (Exhibit 110, p. 5).

234. On December 17, 1991, SMITH provided a signed statement to DOL
(Exhibit 114), wherein SMITH reinted how he had tried to counsel
DEL CORE regarding a confrontation DEL CORE had with a co-worker. SMITH
provided information to DOL and to 01 that DEL CORE refused to talk to
him (SMITH) on two consecutive days (Exhibit 114, p. 2 and Exhibit 96,

; p. 43). SMITH documented the incident in a memo dated June 22, 1989
(Exhibit 115). SMITH documented his second attempt to talk to DEL CORE

| in an undated discussion planner (Exhibit 116) and noted that DEL CORE
would not talk to SMITH and that DEL CORE told SMITH that the issue was

!

none of his business (Exhibit 116, p. 2). SMITH composed a written!
'

reprimand which addressed DEL CORE's insubordination (Exhibit 117), but
SMITH was told by LAUDENAT that the decision had been made by senior
management not to issue the memo to DEL CORE because it might possibly
be viewed as harassment (Exhibit 96, p. 55).

235. DOL was told by RICHTERS that no derogatory remarks were placed in
DEL CORE's personnel file because NU was taking a high-road approach in
an effort to be non confrontational (Exhii,|t 49, p. 3).,

>

236. A rewiew of disciplinary matters at NU from October 1986 through July
1992 revealed that other employees had received letters of reprimand,
verbal warnings, and days without pay for infractions such as abusive
remarks to a supervisor, failure to carry out instructions, disruption
of the work place, shouting at a co-worker, indecent remarks, loss of
temper, and threatening a co-worker (Exhibit 118).

237. CUTLER said he and the other employees could not understand how DEL CORE
got away with yelling at supervisors (Exhibit 103, p. 25). CUTLER has
seen instances where he thought DEL CORE was going to become physically
involved (Exhibit 103, p. 29) and described DEL CORE as a disruptive
factor in the I&C shop (Exhibit 103, p. 28).

|
:

!
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| 238. McNERNEY overheard DEL CORE in meeting with BECKER on one occasion and

concluded that he (McNERNEY) would have been fired if he had talked to
| BECKER the way DEL CORE had (Exhibit 100, p. 22).

! 239. OPEKA said NU management went out of their way, in some cases beyond
i reason, to communicate with DEL CORE and O'SULLIVAN. He added that
j those efforts became known as the high-road approach (Exhibit 71,
j p. 38). . OPEKA said the high-road approach did not help NU's
! supervisors, because they (the supervisors) lost the respect of other
! employees by not taking disciplinary action against DEL CORE and
; 0'SULLIVAN (Exhibit 71, p. 48).
:

| 240. FOX stated that there was a roluctance on NU's part to act in a fashion
f that would otherwise be appropriate because DEL CORE and O'SULLIVAN were

| protected employees (Exhibit 74, p. 90).
,

| 241. As a result of DEL CORE's whistleblower status, he received preferred
j treatment, according to KROSS (Exhibit 90, p. 48).
,

242. FOX said MROCZKA was the person providing guidance to site supervisors
regarding DEL CORE and O'SULLIVAN (Exhibit 74, p. 46). MROCZKA told
employees to be conciliatory with DEL CORE and O'SULLIVAN because that

'

was the company policy, as well as that of ELLIS and FOX (Exhibit 74,
; p. 50). FOX contends that if any other employee of NU or any other
! company had said or done what DEL CORE and O'SULLIVAN did regarding
i management, they would have been suspended or terminated (Exhibit 74,
i p. 90).
;

i 243. BECKER said DEL CORE was often away from his assigned work area and his
j whereabouts were unknown. BECKER said he and KEENAN wanted to challenge
i DEL CORE, but SCACE overruled the plan (Exhibit 67, pp. 77 and 78).
j BECKER was told to tolerate behavior that would not be acceptable from

other employees so DEL CORE would not get angry (Exhibit 67, p.107). !
.

| 244. It was KROSS' understanding that NU policy was that any action taken
i against DEL CORE might be misconstrued as harassment (Exhibit 90, p.
! 83).'
!

| 245. SCHLEICHER said his feedback from management was not to do
| anything against DEL CORE (Exhibit 102, p. 85).

| 246. SCHLEICHER contends that DEL CORE spent excessive time on the telephone,
j but that there was nothing he could do (Exhibit 102, p. 35). |

| 247. ATKINSON said he expressed his displeasure regarding DEL CORE's
j activities to BECKER (Exhibit 94, p. 19), but BECKER told him there was

nothing he (BECKER) could do (Exhibit 94, p. 20).i

:
.

; 248. On November 9,1991, the day following his temination, DEL CORE was !quoted in the Norwich, Connecticut, " Bulletin," as saying he had been
} i

thwarted in his attempts to meet with NU management to discuss
differences (Exhibit 119, p. 1). However, DEL CORE and O'SULLIVAN,

4

1

) i
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personally met with ELLIS and MROCZKA as early as June 1989 (Exhibit 120
and Exhibit 167). ROM 8 ERG personally called DEL CORE and followed up
the call with a letter on August 23, 1991 (Exhibit 121), for a a,eeting
at DEL CORE's convenience to discuss communications. DEL CORE refused
to meet and referred ROMBERG to DEL CORE's attorney (Exhibit 122 and
Exhibit 68, p. 20). DEL CORE telephoned FOX on March 15, 1990, and
talked with his personally for 15-20 minutes. FOX said DEL CORE talked
almost the entire time uninterrupted and told FOX all of the problems
with NU and how he (DEL CORE) was being harassed. FOX suggested that

;

j DEL CORE use the Nuclear Concerns Program, but DEL CORE said he had
j never used it and never would (Exhibit 74, pp. 53-55 and Exhibit 4).
.

! 249. CUTLER said the I&C specialists were looking to NU to do something about
i DEL CORE's disruptive attitude (Exhibit 103, p. 38).
1

250. Although ARNETT believes that NU was trying to resolve the conflict with
j DEL CORE without taking harsh actions, he believes the result was that

other specialists became frustrated because DEL CORE was abusing the
system with no response from management (Exhibit 107, p. 46).

} 251. GRINDLE observed that after 1988, DEL CORE became directly critical of
i management and was often insubordinate but no action was ever taken
| against him (Exhibit 105, pp. 7 and 14).
.t

i 252. VINING said DEL CORE would verbally attack, openly confront, and yell at
supervisors. He added that there was a lot of yelling and screaming at

-

j the supervisors by DEL CORE and the supervisors would just take it
i (Exhibit 99, pp. 10 and 11).
'\
i 253. SHAK0UR said he was amazed that DEL CORE's supervisors took so much
j " stuff" from him. SHAK0UR identified DEL CORE as the one and only
i divisive factor in the I&C shop (Exhibit 93, p. 19).
I
; 254. GOSS believes the supervisors bent over backwards in dealing with
! DEL CORE. She said she never saw anyone get out of line with him
| (Exhibit 98, p. 18).
'
:

| 255. McNERNEY said DEL CORE would get up everyday and expound on what was
j wrong with the company to anyone who would listen; yet NU was bending

over backwards to reconcile with him (Exhibit 100, p. 23).

256. PALLADINO, using the same terminology as GOSS and McNERNEY, said that
management bent over backwards to keep from firing DEL CORE (Exhibit 85,

j p. 28).
;

: 257. ATKINSON described DEL CORE's abrasive aature as the cause of the
| problem with management (Exhibit 94, p. 7). ATKINSON added that
j management went out of their way to smooth over the relationship with {j DEL CORE (Exhibit 94, p. 9).

I
;

i

l
a

i
i
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258. KANE believes that if DEL CORE returned to MIP2, management would have
: to give him more respect and put aside hard feelings because NU

sometimes did not take DEL CORE seriously (Exhibit Ill, p. 32).
4

! 259. KANE said the reason management did not confront DEL CORE during the
shop meetings was that they (management) did not want to give DEL COREi

an opportunity to express his opinion (Exhibit 111, p. 34).

! 260. According to CUTLER, DEL CORE would make BECKER very uncomfortable I

; during shop meetings with his criticisms of the company. CUTLER added
i that DEL CORE's attitude affected co-workers because he was disruptive
j and the supervisors took no action against him (Exhibit 103, p.18).
! 261. Prior to DEL CORE's termination, PALLADINO said the work environment was
; very bad in the I&C shop because DEL CORE had complete disregard for
i supervision. PALLADINO recalled that DEL CORE was on the phone almost

the entire day and no one would say anything to him (Exhibit 85, pp. 21 )
i

| and 22).
.

! 262. PALLADINO thinks NU should have fired DEL CORE years before they did,
i PALLADINO believes if he had done what DEL CORE did, he (PALLADIN0)

would have been thrown out in 2 weeks (Exhibit 85, pp. 32 and 33).
,

| 263. HANSON described DEL CORE's relationship with supervisors as
| belligerent. HANSON said it was strange that DEL CORE would refuse to

;

perform assignments and the supervisors would back off and give the;

jj assignment to someone else (r hibit 87, p. 8). 'x

! 264. SCHLEICHER described an incident where DEL CORE disagreed with the
! opinion of several engineers, handed an assignment back to SCHLEICHER,
j and refused to do a job (Exhibit 102, p. 77).

; 265. HANSON believes DEL CORE should have been disciplined in the past but
j wasn't. He added that he has never seen other employees turn down job
j assignments as DEL CORE did. He said he could not understand why
j DEL CORE was not disciplined (Exhibit 87, pp. 33 and 34).
4

| 266. MATTHEWS viewed DEL CORE's supervisors as helpful towards him and not
i critical of him. She said she saw no favoritism toward other employees
j (Exhibit 104, p. 17). 4

1

; 267. ARNETT believes that the supervisors treated DEL CORE better than the
j other employees. DEL CORE was always loud and confrontational with his
i supervisors, but the supervisors never mistreated DEL CORE (Exhibit 107,
{ pp. 25 and 26).
4

| 268. No instances of discrimination against DEL CORE could be identified by
i DERSHAM, although he said that didn't mean it didn't happen (Exhibit 92,
j p. 18).
4

j 269. CUTLER said NU instituted programs and sent supervisors to specialized
] training in an effort to improve communications (Exhibit 103, p. 31).
;

j Case No. 1-92-004 55
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270. RILEY, FERRIELL, and BECKER also stated that managers were given
training in dealing with discrimination matters (Exhibit 123, p. 67;
Exhibit 124, p. 23; Exhibit 67, p. 101; and Exhibit 125).

-271. CUTLER believes the general reaction in the I&C shop to DEL CORE's
termination was that it should have taken place several years before

.

(Exhibit 103, p. 36).,

i

i CONCLUSION AS TO DEL CORE'S TERMINATION
1

| Based on the evidence obtained during this investigation, a pattern of
harassment and intimidation of DEL CORE can not be substantiated as a matterj of fact.

The licensee's stated reasons for termination do not appear to be a pretext in
view of contemporaneous documentation and supporting testimony that evidenced,

both the conduct of DEL CORE and the previous withholding of disciplinary!

{ action by NU management. It is concluded that NU management acknowledged
| DEL CORE's protected status and took affirmative steps to avoid
! discrimination. ,

1

Although some co-workers felt that DEL CORE was terminated for raising safety
j concerns, the majority of co-workers and supervisors provided information
{ which corroborated the basis for the licensee's action. The weight of the

evidence supports the conclusion that DEL CORE's conduct and attitude, apart
from his protected activity, created an environment which reasonably allowed

; for disciplinary action by the employer.
:

Whether there was an Irreconcilable Breakdown in Communications with
j O'SULLIVAN. as Claimed by NU

i 1. DONAHUE witnessed O'SULLIVAN screaming and pointing his finger at
i FERRIELL. DONAHUE said O'SULLIVAN was so out of control that he thought
! 0'SULLIVAN was going to hit FERRIELL (Exhibit 126, pp. 17 and 18).
! DONAHUE documented the incident to RILEY on March 17, 1989
j (Exhibit 127), but does not think anything ctme of the memo.
d

| 2. DONAHUE, a maintenance supervisor at MNP2 since 1973 (Exhibit 126,
! p. 3), stated that he has not seen anything like the O'SULLIVAN
i situation in the 30 years he has been employed at NU (Exhibit 126, p.
| 41).
i

j 3. GADA related that O'SULLIVAN was very cold to FERRIELL and was very
critical of R0WE. GADA recalls that O'SULLIVAN called R0WE an idiot and

a

} criticized R0WE's competency (Exhibit 82, p. 34).
i'

4. GADA said he asked O'SULLIVAN why he was being so vindictive and;

i O'SULLIVAN told him he would keep writing memos until he got what he
j wanted. GADA believes that O'SULLIVAN was out to get certain managers
i (Exhibit 82, p. 15).
.I

5
-

:
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5. STANGLE also said that he heard O'SULLIVAN criticize R0WE on many
occasions (Exhibit 128, p. II). GADA and STANGLE both observed that

,

O'SULLIVAN did not like RILEY and was also critical of him (Exhibit 82,
p. 34 and Exhibit 128, p. 13).

6. FERRIELL said his family life was affected by 0'SULLIVAN's threats and
that the situation in the MNP2 electrical shop was out of control
(Exhibit 124, p. 85).

7. FERRIELL, RILEY, and HEIN0NEN each related that the situation with Ij O'SULLIVAN had an negative effect on the supervisors and their family
lives, as well as the entire station (Exhibit 124, p. 110; Exhibit 129,J

p. 65; and Exhibit 123, p. 135).

8. Although HEIN0NEN told DOL that there were no major problems or disputes
and that 0'SULLIVAN's communications were adequate (Exhibit 48, p. 4),
he later testified to OI that the stress of dealing with O'SULLIVAN,

affected his family and that he had been in fear of being sued by,

O'SULLIVAN (Exhibit 129, p. 66).

9. According to HEISLER, when O'SULLIVAN first transferred to the
Electrical Department, he told HEISLER that it was the workers versus

'

i

management. HEISLER said O'SULLIVAN did not like management, and he
thinks O'SULLIVAN enjoyed making management bend to him (Exhibit 130,
pp. 12 and 13).

i 10. PICCARELLO, employed at MNP2 in the Maintenance Department for 16 years! as a mechanic
of all manageme(nt and said he (O'SULLIVAN) would be happy if he couldExhibit 131, p. 3), recalled that O'SULLIVAN was critical
find a reason to get R0WE in trouble (Exhibit 131, pp. 24 and 25).

! 11. During his 1988 performance appraisal, O'SULLIVAN told RILEY that NU had
taken hits against him and he was going to take hits against NU..

0'SULLIVAN jumped to his feet, said he was the best electrician in the4

shop, and refused to sign his performance appraisal form (Exhibit 123,;

pp. 34-36).

12. RILEY said O'SULLIVAN became increasingly aggressive over a period of
time and RILEY was concerned that O'SULLIVAN might do something to the

g plant, his co-workers, or RILEY (Exhibit 123, p. 82).
13. According to PETTENGILL, O'SULLIVAN was a diligent worker while the two,

of them were assigned to a procedure rewrite group. However, O'SULLIVAN
i

told PETTENCILL he was waiting for R0WE or FERRIELL to make a mistake:
i

and that he (O'SULLIVAN) would see to it that they suffered the
consequences to the fullest (Exhibit 132, p. 16 and Exhibit 133). The
statement was confirmed by GARLAND (Exhibit 134, p.16).

i 14. HUMPHREY5 recalls that O'SULLIVAN was particularly critical of FERRIELL,
RILEY, R0WE, and KEENAN. HUMPHREYS said O'SULLIVAN directed profanityj
toward the managers and that it was an emotional, directed profanity

j unlike that normally used in the work place (Exhibit 83, pp.17 and 18).
I
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15. In a meeting with HEIN0NEN and DUFFY, O'SULLIVAN referred to HUMPHREYS
with hatred and profanity. HEIN0NEN said O'SULLIVAN did not like
HUMPHREYS, because he (HUMPHREYS) had been involved in researching
0'SULLIVAN's concerns in the past (Exhibit 129, p.11 and p.13 and
Exhibit 135, p. 13). HEIN0NEN said O'SULLIVAN was inappropriatasy loud,
profane, and angry (Exhibit 129, p.13 and Exhibit 136, p.16). DUFFY
said HUMPHREYS was appropriately reviewing 0'SULLIVAN's work and that
0'SULLIVAN's comments were uncalled for (Exhibit 136, p. 22).

16. According to FERRIELL, O'SULLIVAN shunned him (his supervisor) after
FERRIELL became involved in 0'SULLIVAN's rest-time issue. After the
incident, O'SULLIVAN would not even look at FERRIELL when O'SULLIVAN was
being given a work assignment (Exhibit 124, pp. 28 and 29).

17. FERRIELL said O'SULLIVAN exploded on one occasion and threatened to sue
him (Exhibit 124, p. 34). Later, O'SULLIVAN told co-workers that he
wanted to have FERRIELL fired (Exhibit 124, p. 34; Exhibit 132, p. 16;
Exhibit 133; and Exhibit 134, p. 16). FERRIELL said he feared being
sued by O'SULLIVAN (Exhibit 124, p. 38).

18. AMATO said O'SULLIVAN was very vocal in his mistrust of management and
often told him (AMATO) that he should not trust management. AMATO said

;
0'SULLIVAN assumed that no one should trust management (Exhibit 137,
p. 40).

19. HOLMES believes that any harassment of 0'SULLIVAN came from co-workers.
Nonetheless, O'SULLIVAN told HOLMES he distrusted management, about whom
he had nothing positive to say. HOLMES said O'SULLIVAN clearly operated
under a philosophy of him against the company (Exhibit 138, pp.17-18, !
26, and 47). HOLMES thinks NU wanted the situation to be better, '

although O'SULLIVAN told her not to get her hopes up (Exhibit 138, pp.
18 and 51).

,

20. HOLMES said she observed an attitude in O'SULLIVAN that it was him
against the company (Exhibit 138, p. 47).

21. On one occasion BAGOS heard O'SULLIVAN screaming at R0WE over the phone.
When BAG 05 later asked R0WE why O'SULLIVAN was upset, ROWE responded
that he did not know. BAG 05 expressed disbelief that someone would talk
to a supervisor the way O'SULLIVAN did (Exhibit 139, pp.14-16).

22. BAGOS recalls that shortly after O'SULLIVAN was transferred into the
electrical shop he exhibited an anti-managerial philosophy and advised
BAG 05 that it was them (management) against us (workers) (Exhibit 139,
p. 7).

23. GADA described the work environment as us against them and said that
DEL CORE and O'SULLIVAN were butting heads with management (Exhibit 82,
p. 23).

24. DOL concluded that there was not an irreconcilable breakdown in
communications between O'SULLIVAN and management (Exhibit 48, p. 5).
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25. DOL reported that there was voluminous documentatin to contradict NU's
contention of a breakdown in comunications on O'SULLTVAN's part
(Exhibit 48, p. 8). DOL identified 0'SULLIVAN's interview with HUKILL,
the ARCTFG, and the HOLMES mediation as evidence of his desire to
comunicate with management (Exhibit 48, p.14).

26. According to HUKILL, O'SULLIVAN told him that there was no solution to
the issue and that the issue was management's incompetence (Exhibit 72,
p. 54).

27. RILEY said that O'SULLIVAN did not comunicate with him on a day-to-day
basis and would not even acknowledge his (RILEY's) presence
(Exhibit 123, p. 73). On one occasion RILEY asked O'SULLIVAN what was
needed to work together and O'SULLIVAN told him it couldn't be done
because RILEY had no credibility (Exhibit 123, p. 41).

28. O'SULLIVAN is reported in a January 3, 1990 memo, from RILEY to
LAUDENAT, as telling RILEY that the two of them would never have a
normal working relationship. The memo further stated that their
problems could never be resolved (Exhibit 140, pp. I and 2).

29. Various managers reported that: (1) 0'SULLIVAN threatened to sue R0WE
(Exhibit 141, p. 77); (2) said KEENAN and SCACE had no credibility
(Exhibit 123, p. 29);.and (3) refused to speak to KEENAN (Exhibit 66, p.
66).

30. On November 13, 1991, O'SULLIVAN advised the Connecticut Department of
Labor on an unemployment compensation claim that the company (NU) had
never tried to meet with him concerning any of the issues he raised
(Exhibit 142, p. 5).

.

: 31. LAUDENAT met with O'SULLIVAN to discuss technical issues and offered to; go on a plant tour so that O'SULLIVAN could personally point out
:

problems. O'SULLIVAN declined the tour and abruptly ended the meeting
{ with LAUDENAT (Exhibit 88, p. 13).

: 32. LAUDENAT's testimony and an O'SULLIVAN memo to SCACE dated May 7, 1989,
i indicate that O'SULLIVAN refused to meet with a mediator who had been!

used by NU in the past. O'SULLIVAN claimed his refusal was based on the
; advice of his attorney (Exhibit 88, p. 29 and Exhibit 143, p. 1).

33. O'SULLIVAN wrote HABIGHORST on November 17, 1989, that there was nothing
to talk about unless NU admitted wrongdoing in their treatment of him,

'

and DEL CORE and that such an admission must be conveyed to the general
population of MNP (Exhibit 144, p. 2).

#

34. HEISLER and DUFFY observed that O'SULLIVAN and ROWE were friends until
R0WE became a supervisor (Exhibit 130, p. 20 and Exhibit 136, p. 40).

*

35. During a meeting with KEENAN, O'SULLIVAN was loud, profane, called
KEENAN a liar, and told KEENAN he would "have your ass in court"-

! (Exhibit 66, p. 44).
;
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36. FERRIELL said O'SULLIVAN was standing up and yelling at him while he was
attempting to present 0"SULLIVAN's 1988 performance appraisal to him.
O'SULLIVAN told FERRIELL that the company had taken hits against him
(O'SULLIVAN) and he was going to take hits against the company
(Exhibit 124, p. 39).

37. According to RILEY, O'SULLIVAN told him and FERRIELL that KEENAN, KELLY
[NRC), and SCACE had no integrity (Exhibit 123, p. 29).

38. HEIN0NEN said that supervising O'SULLIVAN was uncomfortable
because of his verbal abuse and threats to other managers
(Exhibit 129, p. 9). On March 19, 1989, HEIN0NEN overheard O'SULLIVAN
say in front of other employees that he (O'SULLIVAN) wanted RILEY's,
FERRIELL's, and KEENAN's jobs (Exhibit 129, p. 27 and Exhibit 145).

39. O'SULLIVAN told LAUDENAT that he considered him (LAUDENAT) untrustworthy
and, therefore, would not cooperate in the Raychem investigation.
O'SULLIVAN also told LAUDENAT that if he wanted any information
regarding the Raychem splice he would have to get it elsewhere
(Exhibit 88, pp. 40 and 42).

40. R0WE'S testimony and an O'SULLIVAN memo to R0WE indicate that O'SULLIVAN
accused R0WE of setting him up on the Raychem splice in order to have
him (0'SULLIVAN) fired. R0WE said O'SULLIVAN had nothing to do with
R0WE from that point on (Exhibit 141, pp. 48 and 97, and Exhibit 146,
p. 1).

41. R0WE said he was later instructed by RILEY to counsel O'SULLIVAN
regarding proper observance of procedures regarding the splice issue
(Exhibit 141, p. 50). R0WE called O'SULLIVAN to his office, but as soon
as O'SULLIVAN learned the purpose of the meeting, he began a 5-10 minute
tirade and said he would sue everyone necessary to settle the matter
(Exhibit 141, p. 53 and Exhibit 147).

42. R0WE said 0'SULLIVAN's actions regarding the Raychem splice led to his
(ROWE's) consideration of taking another job because of the stress, even
if it meant relocating his residence (Exhibits 148; Exhibit 149, p.1;
and Exhibit 141, p. 92). R0WE said the stress affected his family life
due to 0'SULLIVAN's threats of a law suit (Exhibit 141, p. 80).

43. R0WE's testimony and a March 4, 1991 memo from R0WE to O'SULLIVAN
reflect that O'SULLIVAN again threatened to sue kOWE. The threat
resulted when R0WE brought out the fact that O'SULLIVAN had used
confidential departmental infomation that had been taken from R0WE's
office without permission (Exhibit 141, p. 77 and Exhibit 150, pp. 2 and
3).

44. A summary of events leading to the threat of legal action was documented
by RILEY in a memo to KEENAN dated August 7, 1991 (Exhibit 151).

Whether O'SULLIVAN had a Neaative Imoact on His Co-Workers. as Claimed by NU
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{ 45. FERRIELL observed that by 1989 it was apparent to him that safe and
j error-free work was becoming difficult to obtain (Exhibit 124, p. 85).
!

46. PETTENGILL conveyed that he did not have a good feeling about
0'SULLIVAN's statement regarding waiting for R0WE and FERRIELL to make ay

mistake, and he (PETTENGILL) viewed the statement as a threat.
; PETTENGILL said O'SULLIVAN tried to get employees to side with him
J (against management) and often said it was them against us (Exhibit 132,
; pp. 18 and 19).
:

| 47. BAGOS overheard O'SULLIVAN say that he expected to get a seven figure
settlement from his dispute with NU. BAGOS believes that O'SULLIVAN was;

j reporting concerns in order to build a case against NU (Exhibit 139 pp.
! 34 and 35).
i
j 48. BAGOS said he and the other co-workers felt O'SULLIVAN was harassing the
j company and that something had to be done. He feels the firing was
'i reasonable and should have been done sooner (Exhibit 139, pp. 33 and
j 46).
4

i 49. BAGOS viewed 0'SULLIVAN's behavior as disruptive and he said the
j disruption affected the electrical shop (Exhibit 139, p. 43).
J

' 50. GARLAND said O'SULLIVAN was not disruptive by his conduct or language
; (Exhibit 134, p. 18), and that O'SULLIVAN exhibited little if any
! disruption during the last several months before his termination
: (Exhibit 134, p. 36).
g

1 51. PICCARELLO said O'SULLIVAN was not really disruptive in his presence,
i and that he did not think O'SULLIVAN was checking his (PICCARELLO's)
j work (Exhibit 131, p. 30).
: 52. STANGLE said the environment in the MNP2 electrical shop was so

stressful that he would have transferred out if O'SULLIVAN had not been
terminated (Exhibit 128, p. 20). STANGLE believes the stress led to
poor morale, which affected productivity in the shop (Exhibit 128, p.i

! 28).

53. PETTENGILL became aware of some errors that O'SULLIVAN had covered up.
. PETTENGILL believes that errors are tolerated, but that a coverup is the
I worst thing you can do (Exhibit 132, p. 10).
,

54. HUMPHREYS described O'SULLIVAN as an emotional person who may pop at any,

j time and become abusive (Exhibit 83, p. 42).

55. AMATO, a contract electrician in the'MNP2 electrical shop from December
1988 until May 1990 (Exhibit 137, p. 6), left MNP2 because of the hate

j and discontent he experienced there (Exhibit 137, pp. 9 and 10).
s

| 56. O'SULLIVAN told AMATO that the two of them would have to watch out forj each other when they worked together because NU was trying to fire
; 0'SULLIVAN and that if that happened, NU would also fire AMATO.
'
4

I

)
:
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Although AMATO said he did not see that NU was trying to fire
O'SULLIVAN, he (AMATO) said such statements affected him and he then
began to worry about his own job (Exhibit 137, pp. 20 and 21).

57. AMATO related that O'SULLIVAN had improperly wired a transformer and
caused it to burn out. O'SULLIVAN then intimidated AMATO by virtue of
AMATO's age and experierice to go along with O'SULLIVAN in a coverup of
the mistake (Exhibit 137, p. 24). AMATO told HEISLER about the
incident, but did not otherwise document it (Exhibit 137, pp. 28 and
34).

58. Testimony by HEINONEN and DUFFY indicates that O'SULLIVAN verbally
attacked HUMPHREYS, a contract engineer, and told HEIN0NEN that
HUMPHREYS was incompetent (Exhibit 129, p. 11 and Exhibit 136, p. 17),
although HUMPHREYS is identified by NU as a degreed engineer with
demonstrated competency in his field (Exhibit 135, p. 17).

|

I 59. PETTENGILL related that he and O'SULLIVAN did not speak to each other
(Exhibit 132, p. 6). He added that O'SULLIVAN caused stress in the shop
by refusing to talk to people and by making defamatory remarks about co-
workers and managers (Exhibit 132, p. 34).

60. O'SULLIVAN was viewed by PETTENGILL as vindictive, angry, frustrated,
and obsessed. PETTENGILL said 0'SULLIVAN's very presence in the
electrical shop was a distraction and was disruptive (Exhibit 132,
pp. 23 and 28).

| 61. GARLAND did not recall O'SULLIVAN complaining about HUMPHREYS reviewing
i 0'SULLIVAN's work while he (GARLAND) was assigned to the procedure
j rewrite group (Exhibit 134, p. 16).

62. DONAHUE said O'SULLIVAN caused a split in the electrical shop because of
his dispute with NU and, as a result, people wanted to transfer out
because they were not happy (Exhibit 126, pp. 33 and 54).

| 63. AMATO feels that 0'SULLIVAN's dislike for FERRIELL caused the split in
i the electrical shop and believes that O'SULLIVAN had a vendetta against'

HEISLER and FERRIELL (Exhibit 137, pp. 11 and 13).

64. HEINONEN said that 0'SULLIVAN's co-workers did not trust O'SULLIVAN,,

; because he was out to get them. HEINONEN believed the co-worker's fears
| were well founded (Exhibit 129, pp. 30 and 32).

| 65. RILEY informed NU management in 1988 that there were fears that
| O'SULLIVAN may not help co-workers who might find themselves in a

dangerous situation (Exhibit 123, p. 18). RILEY also observed that the
other MNP2 electricians were under so much stress by 1991 that he was
seeing more errors. RILEY believes the electricians were making the
errors because there was less communication and he became concerned
about the safety implications (Exhibit 123, pp. 131 and 132).

|
,

h

!

.
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66.
FERRIELL said he learned that some of 0'SULLIVAN's co-workers feared for
their personal safety while working with O'SULLIVAN. Some co-workers
thought O'SULLIVAN might not advise them of a dangerous situation so
that he could report a safety problem (Exhibit 124, pp. 8 and 11).

67.
THOMA said he did not trust O'SULLIVAN and told ROWE that he would take| time off without pay rather than work with 3'SULLIVAN. THOMA also
expressed to RILEY that he did not trust O'SULLIVAN (Exhibit 152, p. 23
and Exhibit 141, p. 26).

68. Although SAULTER did not have a close day-to-day relationship with
O'SULLIVAN, SAULTER said he told his supervisor he would not work with
O'SULLIVAN (Exhibit 153, p. 13).

69. PETTENGILL, an electrician at MNP2 since 1984 (Exhibit 132, p. 4), said
the work environment changed over the years to the point that some
electricians did not want to work with O'SULLIVAN. PETTENGILL said he
was among those who expressed to his supervisor that he preferred not to
work with O'SULLIVAN, because he did not feel comfortable with him
(Exhibit 132, pp. 4, 5, and 9).

,
70. HEISLER said he is aware of several employees who told him they would

| walk off if assigned to work with O'SULLIVAN (Exhibit 130, p.16).|
HEISLER advised his supervisor that he was professional an1 would work
with O'SULLIVAN if he was told to do so, but that he preferred not to
(Exhibit 130, p. 16).

71. HUMPHREYS observed tension in the electrical shop and learned that some
electricians did not want to work with O'SULLIVAN (Exhibit 83, p. 21).

72. On at least one occasion, GADA refused to go on a work assignment with
O'SULLIVAN because he did not trust O'SULLIVAN. GADA said he demanded
to be reassigned to another electricin and his supervisor compliedi

I (Exhibit 82, p. 28).
!

73. BAGOS was concerned that O'SULLIVAN might place him in a hazardous
'

situation. BAGOS said he doubted whether O'SULLIVAN would help him out;

i of danger and believes that other electricians also mistrusted
O'SULLIVAN (Exhibit 139, pp. 37-39).

74. PETTENGILL viewed O'SULLIVAN as untrustworthy and said he doubted'

whether O'SULLIVAN would help him if the need arose. PETTENGILL said he
lost trust in O'SULLIVAN (Exhibit 132, p. 13).

75. STANGLE said that, although O'SULLIVAN and the other electricians did
| not share information, he did not sense a safety issue because of the
'

communications breakdown (Exhibit 128, pp. 18 and 28).

76. According to HEISLER, O'SULLIVAN was well liked when he first came to
the electrical shop but that perception changed when O'SULLIVAN began
criticizing his co-workers in his memos (Exhibit 130, p. 14).

:

'
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77. PETTENGILL doubted whether O'SULLIVAN would tell him about a mistake so i

that he (PETTENGILL) would get in trouble when the job was inspected )(Exhibit 132, p. 15).

78. According to PETTENGILL, most of 0'SULLIVAN's co-workers avoided him due
to a lack of trust (Exhibit 132, p. 9).

79. BAGOS believes that O'SULLIVAN would not discuss a problem that he might !
observe with a co-worker and, therefore, the employees were very careful |

when O'SULLIVAN was in the work area. According to BAG 05, the ;

electricians would stop what they were doing when O'SULLIVAN entered the
area and would stand around until O'SULLIVAN left. BAGOS said
O'SULLIVAN would turn a co-worker in for anything and not tell them
(Exhibit 139, p. 23).

80. BAGOS related that no one would even carry on small talk in the shop '

when O'SULLIVAN was present. He said that the situation with O'SULLIVAN
caused communications to cease and pulled everyone apart (Exhibit 139,
pp. 23-25).

81. RILEY agreed that there was no openness in the shop, because the
electricians did not trust O'SULLIVAN (Exhibit 123, p. 13).

82. HEISLER believes there was a great amount of distrust by the
electricians of O'SULLIVAN because he would report a problem rather than
discussing it with his co-worker (Exhibit 130, p. 6).

83. HEISLER said he would not want O'SULLIVAN backing him up while working
on energized equipment, because he does not believe O'SULLIVAN would

j help him in a life or death situation (Exhibit 130, p. 21).

84. HUMPHREYS was aware that some of 0'SULLIVAN'S co-workers could not
concentrate on their work because they were suspicious of O'SULLIVAN.
HUMPHREYS also knew that some electricians were concerned that
O'SULLIVAN might not help them in an emergency (Exhibit 83, p. 19).

. 85. DONAHUE observed that the MNP2 electrical shop changed as a result of
i the distrust among the workers. DONAHUE said this change coincided with

the dispute between O'SULLIVAN and NU management over work hours
(Exhibit 126, pp. 9 and 10). DONAHUE added that as a result of the
dispute, O'SULLIVAN had a problem getting along with the other
electricians and they did not want to work with O'SULLIVAN (Exhibit 126,
pp. 12 and 13).

86. GADA said he did not know if DEL CORE and O'SULLIVAN were a distraction
but that they were disruptive (Exhibit 82, p. 27).

87. HEISLER was told by BAGOS that O'SULLIVAN intended to sue HEISLER
because of a statement that HEISLER had made to the NRC (Exhibit 130,
p. 46).

i
!

!
!
'
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88. HEISLER said working with or even having 0'SULLIVAN present in the {electrical shop was very stressful (Exhibit 130, p. 6).

89. According to HEISLER, O'SULLIVAN told HEISLER he wanted to punch him in !
the face. HEISLER said he has never known why O'SULLIVAN got angry and {O'SULLIVAN refused to discuss the basis of the threat (Exhibit 130,
p. 8). HEISLER said he advised his supervisor by memo on June 6, 1990,
that he felt harassed by O'SULLIVAN (Exhibit 154) and that he (HEISLER)
was looking for another job in order to get away from 0'SULLIVAN
(Exhibit 130, p. 37).

90. AMATO believes that a good worker is able to get along with others and
O'SULLIVAN could not do that. AMATO added that 0'SULLIVAN's attitude
affected the productivity of the electrical shop (Exhibit 137, pp. 35-
36). AMATO said O'SULLIVAN should have been fired for being disruptive
(Exhibit 137, p. 37).

91. DUFFY said the employees he supervised did not want to work with
O'SULLIVAN (Exhibit 136, p. 35). DUFFY explained that mutual trust and,

'

communication is essential to the operation and anything that breaks !

down trust is unacceptable. DUFFY described the MNP2 electrical shop as '

tense, divided, distrustful, and strained due to 0'SULLIVAN's influence
(Exhibit 136, p. 37). |

92. According to SLADKY, O'SULLIVAN refused to speak to or even make eye
contact with him after he wrote a letter which was published in a local
newspaper (Exhibit 155) rebutting an article O'SULLIVAN had written.
After shunning SLADKY for over a year, O'SULLIVAN asked SLADKY for
assistance in starting his (0'SULLIVAN's) truck in the MNP parking lot,
SLADKY assisted O'SULLIVAN, who drove off without thanking him ori

I speaking to SLADKY again (Exhibit 106, p. 15).

| 93. HEISLER, who has been employed at MNP2 as an electrician for 13 years,
said that O'SULLIVAN got very angry at him and did not speak to him for
the last 2 years that O'SULLIVAN worked at MNP2 (Exhibit 130, pp. 4 and
8).

94. HEISLER said there were times that he would speak to O'SULLIVAN, but
O'SULLIVAN would ignore him (Exhibit 130, p. 19).

95. HEISLER was intimidated by O'SULLIVAN because O'SULLIVAN continued to
submit complaints regarding HEISLER's work, without discussing them with
HEISLER first (Exhibit 130, p. 25).

96. HEISLER learned that O'SULLIVAN took credit for forcing KROSS and
FERRIELL out of the Electrical Department and that O'SULLIVAN had also
told co-workers that he was out to get HEISLER fired (Exhibit 130,
pp. 11 and 7).

97. HUMPHREYS tried to talk to O'SULLIVAN as a result of the Raychem splice
issue to explain how the inspection transpired. HUMPHREYS said
O'SULLIVAN accused him and HEISLER of being involved in a conspiracy to

|
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set him up, and O'SULLIVAN told HUMPHREYS to "...get the fuck out of his
life" (Exhibit 83, pp. 45-47).

98. RILEY commented that one individual cannot know everything and that I
there must be conmiunication and trust. He said O'SULLIVAN restricted I

communications because he involved everyone in allegations (Exhibit 123,
pp. 13 and 14).

Whether O'SULLIVAN was Subiected To Discarate Treatment by NU Sunervisors and
Manaaement

99. According to DOL, there were no indications of problems with O'SULLIVAN '

for 6 years, with the exce
prior to his termination (ption of one unconfimed incident (NFI) justExhibit 48, p. 4).

100. DOL reported that there were no warnings, suspensions, performance
improvement plans, nor was constructive progressive discipline used by
NU for any alleged misconduct on 0*SULLIVAN's part (Exhibit 48, p.14).
Nor were any behavior problems documented on 0'SULLIVAN's performance
appraisals (Exhibits 156-159).

101. FERRIELL attempted to counsel O'SULLIVAN regarding 0'SULLIVAN's failure
to properly complete documentation on a project where O'SULLIVAN was the
job supervisor. FERRIELL also discussed an issue with O'SULLIVAN in
which O'SULLIVAN had failed to conduct a surveillance but signed a work
sheet indicating completion of the job. As a result of the two
incidents, O'SULLIVAN filed a complaint with DOL against FEpRIELL
(Exhibit 124, pp. 98-102).

102. FERRIELL expressed frustration because O'SULLIVAN was never reprimanded
for failing to perform his duties (Exhibit 124, p. 102). FERRIELL
observed that on the same day he counseled O'SULLIVAN, 0'SULLIVAN filed
a complaint against him (Exhibit 160).

103. HEIN0NEN also t'elieves that O'SULLIVAN filed a complaint against
FERRIELL in retaliation for FERRIELL counseling O'SULLIVAN
(Exhibit 161).

104. The NU employee handbook section concerning " Company Records" states
that records containing personal, customer, or employee data are i

!confidential . . . and are to be disclosed only in accordance with
company policy or as required by law (Exhibit 162).

105. HEISLER contends that O'SULLIVAN either stole his personnel file or had
someone else steal it in order to use it as evidence in a DOL hearing
(Exhibit 130, p. 34). HEISLER said he and the other co-workers who also
had their files stolen have a degree of mistrust for KEENAN and SCACE
because of the preferential treatment given to O'SULLIVAN (Exhibit 130,
p. 35). HEISLER said he never saw O'SULLIVAN reprimanded in any way for
possessing the personnel records (Exhibit 130, p. 35).

.
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106. HEISLER said HOLMES appeared to want everyone to forget their conflicts
l

.

j with O'SULLIVAN and simply be friends. However, HEISLER did not feel he
could be friends with someone who had said they would try to have him4

; (HEISLER) fired. HEISLER concluded that he.was the one being harassed,
j not O'SULLIVAN (Exhibit 130, p. 46).

!

107., just completed study by the ARCTFG (Exhibit 48, p. 4). DOL also observed that the HUKILL report was redundant in light of theHowever, in a
; memo dated September 11, 1991, SCACE identifies the HUKILL study as an
i effort to gain added perspective regarding employee concerns subsequent
j to the findings from the ARCTFG (Exhibit 163).

} INVESTIGATOR'S NOTE: On August 9, 1991, NU issued a
j self-study report from the ARCTFG (Exhibit 164). The
i study was chartered to assess recommendations relative

to ongoing employee allegations within NU.

! 108. DOL said in its report that HUKILL interviewed 38 employees whose names
i had been provided by NU, and that HUKILL accepted their statements at
! face value without any corroboration (Exhibit 48, p. 6).

109. HUKILL maintained that he considered interviewing a sample number of
employees but that OPEKA and ROMBERG insisted that he interview all MNP2

I electrical and I&C employees (Exhibit 72, p. 25).

110. 01's review of the list of the HUKILL interviewees (Exhibit 165) reveals
that each of the non-supervisory, non-contract employees were employed!

either in the MNP2 electrical or I&C shop.;

111. DOL found that the ARCTFG study concluded that some of 0'SULLIVAN's and
'

DEL CORE's concerns had not been addressed in a timely manner and that
the ARCTFG did not recommend removal or termination of O'SULLIVAN and
DEL CORE (Exhibit 48, p. 7). However, the ARCTFG study did not identifyi

i specific employees or instances (Exhibit 164, p. 5).
'

112. DOL reported that O'SULLIVAN's attempts to resolve concerns through his
supervisors were frequently ignored, stifled, or resulted in delayed
answers. DOL also related that O'SULLIVAN was harassed, discriminated
against, and treated in a disparate manner because of his whistleblowing
activities (Exhibit 48, p. 7).

113. In his statement to DOL, BROWN did not allude to any efforts
on the part of NU to build a case against DEL CORE and O'SULLIVAN
(Exhibit 166), as previously related to DOL by O'SULLIVAN.

114. PICCARELLO heard from O'SULLIVAN that some of 0'SULLIVAN's concerns were
not answered qu'.'ckly enough and some concerns received no response at
all. PICCARELLO said he had filed concerns in the past and sometimes it
took a long time to get an answer. PICCARELLO defended the time lapse
of the responses and said the whole world cannot stop for your problems
(Exhibit 13), pp. 26 and 27).
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; 115. O'SULLIVAN was treated differently from the other co-workers, according
i to BAGOS, because his concerns received a more prompt response. BAG 05
! said that O'SULLIVAN got to talk with the president of NU, while other

employees don't even get to be in the same room (Exhibit 139, p. 32 and
Exhibit 167).

116. DOL found that R0WE and HEIN0NEN were never told to take a high-road
approach with O'SULLIVAN (Exhibit 48, p. 7).

117. RILEY said there were many instances where O'SULLIVAN should have been
disciplined but wasn't (Exhibit 123, p. 74). RILEY was told by FERRIELL
and DONAHUE that they were losing control of the other electricians
because they were not allowed to discipline O'SULLIVAN (Exhibit 123, p.
123). RILEY said that any action or decision concerning O'SULLIVAN was,

reviewed by senior management and NU attorneys to make sure there was no
possibility of discrimination (Exhibit 123, p. 62).

118. FLEMING stated that NU uses a manual entitled, " Managing for Behavior
Change," commonly referred to as the " Red Book" (Exhibit 168). She
explained that a section of the " Red Book" is entitled " Performance
Improvement Guidelines." FLEMING stated that the " Red Book" merely
provides guidelines and suggestions to supervisors for dealing with

.

I

behavior issues and offers the assistance of the Human Resource Group
(HRG) in dealing with employee issues (Exhibit 168, p. 15). FLEMING :

,

added that the use of progressive constructive discipline, which is also
|part of the " Red Book," is not obligatory but is a guideline for

supervisors (Exhibit 113, p. 9 and Exhibit 168, pp. 15 and 25).
119. FLEMING stated that, although some of the tactics used with O'SULLIVAN

and DEL CORE may not look exactly like they appear in the " Red' Book,"
the constructive progressive discipline guidelines were followed.
FLEMING was advised by various supervisors on several occasions that
constructive progressive discipline was not working and that
supervisors' efforts to confront unacceptable behavior had been
unsuccessful (Exhibit 113, pp. 92 and 93).

120. FLEMING observed that RILEY, for example, had difficulty
dealing with O'SULLIVAN and sought help and suggestions from her
(Exhibit 113, p. 36).

121. FLEMING also talked with FERRIELL and learned he was transferring out of
MNP2 electrical shop because he could not maintain a relationship with
O'SULLIVAN (Exhibit 113, p. 45).

122. DOL said it learned that FLEMING was not contacted by site management
regarding DEL CORE's alleged insubordination or planned termination
(Exhibit 49,p.12). FLEMING explained that supervisors and managers
may take disciplinary action without consulting the NU HRG and that her
group acts in an advisory capacity (Exhibit 113, pp. 22 and 23).
FLEMING said she in fact talked to SCACE and KEENAN to discuss personnel
issues involving DEL CORE and O'SULLIVAN on a regular basis
(Exhibit 113, p. 62)

!

|
,
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| 123. FLEMING was never contacted by either O'SULLIVAN or DEL CORE regarding-

personnel problems (Exhibit 113, p. 34).
i
2 124. FLEMING was often consulted by a number of supervisors, as well as by
i NU's corporate attorney regarding the corporate relationship with
i DEL CORE and O'SULLIVAN (Exhibit 113, pp. 31-35 .

her professional opinion over a period of time r)egarding DEL CORE andShe said she provided
'

i 0'SULLIVAN to their respective supervisors (Exhibit 113, p. 82).
{ FLEMING said she often provided information to upper management
i regarding the work environment in DEL CORE's and 0'SULLIVAN's shops,
j although her input preceded the termination deliberations (Exhibit 113,p. 84).
'

; 125. According to HOLMES, FLENING told her that NU wanted to reduce the
j

tension between NU and O'SULLIVAN and that NU wanted to keep 0'SULLIVAN
j (Exhibit 138, pp. 8 and 9).
,

!

126. SCACE said NU management did not investigate 0'SULLIVAN's possession of
3 co-workers personnel files, even though the co-workers specifically2

requested an inquiry (Exhibits 169 and 170). SCACE explained that an
i

investigation of O'SULLIVAN might have damaged attempts to restore the
relationship between O'SULLIVAN and NU (Exhibit 69, p. 75 and

j Exhibit 171).

! 127. SCACE was asked by some of 0'SULLIVAN's co-workers why he (0'SULLIVAN) !
j could get away with using such abusive langi: age when others could not. '

; SCACE said he replied that he could not discu:s personnel issues with
j them (Exhibit 69, p. 26).
.

: 128. SCHLEICHER said he also told co-workers he could not discuss personneli
matters when asked about 0'SULLIVAN's insubordination and the lack of! discipline (Exhibit 102, p. 33).

I

! 129. LAUDENAT said that after O'SULLIVAN refused to cooperate in the Raychem
ii investigation, he (LAUDENAT) was told not to pursue the issue, because

i NU was trying to normalize relations with O'SULLIVAN (Exhibit 88,
j p. 42).
4

{ 130. As documented in an internal NU memo, in 1989 0'SULLIVAN began raising
complaints to senior management about co-workers being late for work and:'

; often kept logs of their arrival times (Exhibit 172). On one occasion,
O'SULLIVAN raised the issue to ROWE and sent copies of the memo and thej

j logs to MROCZKA, his (0'SULLIVAN's) attorney, and the NRC (Exhibit 173).
3 Some instances of late arrivals and early departures were detected,
!' including 15 instances of O'SULLIVAN departing early during the one

month period that was surveyed. It was further noted by RILEY that the
j inquiry and report writing took up approximately 20 man-hours, while the

total late arrivals for 6 individuals involved 65 minutes (Exhibit 174,;

{ p. 2).

1
J

j

!
|
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131. FERRIELL said co-workers were afraid to confront O'SULLIVAN because of a
memo from MROCZKA warning against harassment (Exhibit 175) and
0'SULLIVAN's threats to sue co-workers (Exhibit 124, p. 95).

132. HEISLER said he and the other workers questioned why NU waited so long
to fire O'SULLIVAN, in view of his disrespect for supervisors and his
abuse of his fellow electricians (Exhibit 130, pp. 26 and 30).

i
1

133. HUMPHREYS, a senior consultant for a contractor to NU who has worked in !
the MNP2 Maintenance Department for the last 6 years, stated that, as an
outsider, he has not observed any discriminatory acts by NU against j

,

O'SULLIVAN (Exhibit 83, pp. 3 and II).

134. HUMPHREYS said he discussed the problems he saw with RILEY, R0WE, DUFFY, i

and FERRIELL at different times. HUMPHREYS judged that the managers he
spoke with were concerned, but that they felt their hands were tied
(Exhibit 83, p. 24).

i

135. HUMPHREYS believes O'SUL'.IVAN's termination was deserved. He said that
O'SULLIVAN was given a lot of leeway by NU management where other
employees would have been disciplined (Exhibit 83, p. 48).

136. GADA said NU bent over backwards to accommodate DEL CORE and O'SULLIVAN
in a professional manner, but DEL CORE and O'SULLIVAN wanted to be put
in a shrine (Exhibit 82, pp. 23 and 24).

| 137. AMATO maintained that FERRIELL went out of his way not to criticize
O'SULLIVAN, whereas O'SULLIVAN was the exact opposite and was very vocal
in his dislike of FERRIELL (Exhibit 137, pp. 14 and 15). AMATO observed
that FERRIELL went out of his way to be courteous and professional, but

j O'SULLIVAN did not reciprocate (Exhibit 137, p. 44).
| 138. HOLMES said she was contracted to serve as a mediator subsequent to a

DOL complaint filed by O'SULLIVAN. HOLMES did not complete the
mediation, because ROSS and FERRIELL declined to participate.
O'SULLIVAN insisted that all parties participate or he would not
participate (Exhibit 138, p. 41). FERRIELL refused to participate
because he had previously been ordered not to have any personal contact

| with O'SULLIVAN as the result of a DOL settlement (Exhibit 124, p. 102;'

Exhibit 17; and Exhibit 18).
I

139. BAGOS has never seen anyone talk to a supervisor the way O'SULLIVAN did.
BAGOS believes NU management is very liberal regarding discipline and
may be too easy on the employees (Exhibit 139, pp. 16 and 17).

140. BAGOS recalled an incident where O'SULLIVAN walked away from R0WE and
said he did not have to listen to R0WE. BAGOS expressed surprise that
O'SULLIVAN was not disciplined (Exhibit 139, pp. 31 and 32).

141. DOL wrote that NU may be trying to discredit O'SULLIVAN with one issue,
referring to the Raychem incident (Exhibit 48, p. 12).

l
! !

<
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! 142. The Raychem issue involved the improper installation of a splice on
August 17, 1990. NRC Inspection Report No. 50-336/91-05 concluded that,

the causes of the improper splice included failure to follow procedures,:

; ineffective quality control verification, and inadequate oversight by
j the job supervisor, O'SULLIVAN (Exhibit 176, p. iii).

! 143. HUMPHREYS documented three conversations he had with O'SULLIVAN on
i November 1, 1990, concerning the splice (Exhibit 177). O'SULLIVAN at
i first acknowledged the problem, but later questioned why the splice was
| inspected. When HUMPHREYS tried to explain the chronology of the
. inspection, he said O'SULLIVAN became extremely profane and told
: HUMPHREYS to "take my dirty ass and get the f out of his life" l

{ (Exhibit 177).
i

! 144. On November 5,1990, Doug DEMPSEY, NRC resident inspector at PMP2,
: documented an allegation he received from O'SULLIVAN (Exhibit 178).'

0'SULLIVAN told DEMPSEY he had done the splice properly, and that NU
i Quality Control had witnessed the work. O'SULLIVAN claimed the

reinspection constituted harassment. DEMPSEY conducted an inquiry into4

the matter and concluded that 0'SULLIVAN's statements to him were false(Exhibit 178, p. 1).

Conclusion as to 0'SULLIVAN's Termination

The evidence developed during this investigation does not support the
allegation that O'SULLIVAN was terminated from MNP2 for engaging in protected
activities. Rather, the evidence supports the licensee's contention that
O'SULLIVAN engaged in misconduct as described in the termination letter. The
licensee's allegations of misconduct were confirmed by the testimony of
co-workers and contemporaneous documentation, with the weight of evidence
supporting the conclusion that the basis for 0'SULLIVAN's termination was not

ia pretext, but based on personnel considerations, separate and apart from his
jprotected activities.

I

4
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SUPPLEMENTAL INFORMATION
.

Information Provided by DOL Witnesses

Witness statements provided to DOL in the course of that agency's fact-finding
investigations are confidential and were n:.t used as exhibits in this report.
A majority of the witnesses interviewed by DOL were not de>artmental co-
workers but were either supervisors, managers, or line worcars in departments
other than the allegers' departments. Although the DOL whistleblower
narrative was reviewed, 01 primarily relied upon the independently transcribed
01 interviews of co-workers in order to determine the work envirorment within
the respective MNP2 departments.

NRC Inspection Reoort No. 50-336/89-13

NRC Inspection Report No. 50-336/89-13 (89-13) (Exhibit 179) was conducted by
Region I personnel from July 10-21,1989, at MNP2 in order to deal with a
large number of unresolved concerns filed by three individuals, two of whom
were DEL CORE and O'SULLIVAN. The NRC inspection team noted that the
allegations filed by the employees did not fit the classic form of allegations
normally dealt with by the NRC. The report stated that the three employees
bore a deep seated distrust of NU's management and had not availed themselves
of the licensee's allegation processing program (Exhibit 179, p. 5). The
inspection team found no evidence that NU hesitated to correct safety
significant issues brought to the utility's attention (Exhibit 179, p. 3). '

Information Provided to U.S. Senators D0DD and LIEBERMAN J

On July 25, 1991, NRC EDO TAYLOR responded to a letter from Senator LIEBERMAN
who had been notified of safety concerns by DEL CORE and O'SULLIVAN
(Exhibit 180). TAYLOR advised LIEBERMAN that the concerns brought to
LIEBERMAN's attention were already in the NRC tracking system.

On September 13, 1991, TAYLOR provided a followup letter to LIEBERMAN which
supplied detailed information on the status of 630 allegations originating at
MNP. TAYLOR informed LIEBERMAN
that the NRC had increased its staff to more than five full-time engineers to
handle the concerns raised by DEL CORE and O'SULLIVAN (Exhibit 2).

O'SULLIVAN had advised DOL that the NRC had levied fines against NU totalling
$426,000, based primarily on information supplied by DEL CORE and him
(O'SULLIVAN). On January 16, 1992, the NRC responded to an inquiry from !

Senator D0DD, regarding allegations made to him by DEL CORE and O'SULLIVAN.
James L. BLAHA, signing for TAYLOR, advised D0DD that no escalated enforcement
action had been taken nor have any fines been levied against NU as a result of
information provided by either DEL CORE or O'SULLIVAN (Exhibit 181, p. 2).

Nuclear Enaineerino and Doerations (NE&O) Performance Task Groun (PTG)

In September 1991 an internal NU study was conducted by the NE&O PTG (Exhibit
182) related to the performance of MNP and the Haddam Neck Nuclear Plant. The
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PTG report found that micromanagement hinders local management and makes it
(local management) appear powerless in the eyes of personnel (Exhibit 182,
p. 18). The PTG concluded that where there is insufficient supervisory
presence, combined with morale problems, factors come into play that
ultimately may lead to personnel error (Exhibit 182, p. 21 . Testimony to 01
by MNP2 supervisors, which was critical of upper managers w)ho would not allow
disciplinary action to be taken against DEL CORE and O'SULLIVAN, in keeping
with the high-road approach, appears consistent with the PTG findings (Exhibit
101, p. 26; Exhibit 96, p. 55; Exhibit 102, p. 78, et al.).

NRC Snecial Review Groun (SRG) Renort

On tpril 6,1992, a report was issued by the SRG of the NRC. The purpose of
1the SRG study was to determine whether an atmosphere existed sucn iht '

employees were encouraged to raise safety concerns or whether there was a
chilling effect on employees' willingness to come forward (Exhibit 181, p.1 -
transmittal letter). The SRG concluded that overall an atmosphere that !
encouraged the reporting of quality deficiencies or safety concerne was i
lacking in many respects
not find that there was an(Exhibit 103, Encl. 1, p. 1). However, the SRG did '

atmosphere which contributed to a chilling effect
on the reporting of employee concerns (Exhibit 183, Encl.1, p.11).

NU Internal Audit Investiaations

POLLOCK was formerly a manager in the Internal Audit IA) Department at NU |

which conducted audits of financial, operational, cons (truction, computer, and
special audits (Exhibit 184, p. 5). POLLOCK believes RICHTERS became aware of
an anonymous note left on DEL CORE's desk and that RICHTERS did not know
whether anything could be done (Exhibit 184, p. II). POLLOCK said that,
although he did not think the matter came under the realm of responsibility of
IA, he agreed to call DEL CORE since RICHTERS seemed to have nowhere to turn
(Exhibit 184, p. 20). POLLOCK said DEL CORE did not seem interested in being
helped and did not give the impression that he was upset over the note
(Exhibit 184, p. 23). POLLOCK said no action was taken and he had no further
contact with DEL CORE.

AHLSTRAND, the director of IA, related that two additional complaints came to
his attention on the behalf of DEL CORE and O'SULLIVAN after POLLOCK
transferred out of IA (Exhibit 185, p. 7). AHLSTRAND said BECKER contacted
him regarding a note received by DEL CORE and RICHTERS contacted him
concerning a note received by O'SULLIVAN (Exhibit 185, p. 11). AHLSTRAND
repeated POLLOCK's assertion that investigative functions were outside IA's j
realm of responsibility and they (IA) didn't feel there was anything that |
could be done. AHLSTRAND said no investigation was conducted and no reports I

were produced (Exhibit 185, p. 14).

AHLSTRAND said that, in certain circumstances, IA will investigate employees
on behalf of NU for such matters as voucher fraud. However, AHLSTRAND said !
he caused a search of NU records to be made and determined that neither '

DEL CORE or O'SULLIVAN had ever been investigated by that department
(Exhibit 185, p. 15).

i

I

I
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{ Information Reaardina NU Security Matters
;

} Gordon HALLBERG, NU Manager of System Security, on February 3,1993, stated he
1 had reviewed the security files for both DEL CORE and O'SULLIVAN. HALLBERG
i said there was no documentation in the files of. either of the former employees

that brought fitness for duty into question (Exhibit 186, p. 3). HALLBERG
added that he requested a check of the security files maintained at MNP2 and1

4

learned that there were no adverse notations in the files of either DEL COREi or O'SULLIVAN (Exhibit 186, p. 5).

! Prior 01 Investiaations

: Case No. 1-89-014 involved an allegation by DEL CORE that he had not been paid
! overtime while in a meeting with the NRC and a second alleg H m that he had
{ been intimidated by a superintendent. DEL CORE stated that a superintendent

criticized him for taking concerns to the NRC. The investigation also4

j involved an allegation by O'SULLIVAN that he had been forced to undergo a
j medical evaluation to determine his suitability for unescorted access.

1 Case No. 1-91-006 involved the Raychem splice issue discussed earlier in this
{ report. O'SULLIVAN alleged that NU provided false information to the NRC in

an enforcement hearing when NU stated that a quality assurance (QA) technician!

j was not present at the time the splice was performed,

i INVESTIGATOR'S NOTE: O'SULLIVAN was found by DEMPSEY to have
i previously made a false statement to him regarding the splice.
j

O'SULLIVAN told DEMPSEY that he had correctly performed the splice
i and that it was witnessed by the QA technician. The QA technician
i

!
refuted 0'SULLIVAN's story and it was determined that the splice
was done incorrectly (Exhibit 178, p. 2).i

s

j Witnesses Who Declined to Provide Information to Of
'
; MROCZKA, former senior vice president of nuclear operations at NU, declined to
i be interviewed for the reasons set forth in an affidavit he signed on April

11, 1993 (Exhibit 187).

declined to be interviewed o 6

eclined to be interviewed on 6
declined to be interviewed on 6

!
!

,

!
:
!

|
1
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LIST OF EXHIBITS

Exhibit
No. Descriotion

|

1 NRC Deputy Executive Director for Nuclear Reactor
Regulation, Regional Operations and Research Request for
Investigation, dated February 18, 1992.

2 EDO Letter to Senator LIEBERMAN, dated September 13, 1991.

! 3 DEL CORE Letter to DOL, dated July 8, 1988.

4 NU Letter from FOX to DEL CORE, dated March 19, 1990.
i

| 5 0'SULLIVAN Letter to DOL, dated July 4, 1988.

6 DEL CORE Letter to DOL, dated November 10, 1988.
! 7 DOL Letter to DEL CORE, Results of Compliance Actions, dated

December 14, 1988.

8 DEL CORE Letter to DOL, dated April 9, 1989.
! 9 DOL Letter to DEL CORE, dated May 12, 1989.

10 0'SULLIVAN Letter to DOL, dated April 30, 1989.

11
ALJ Recomended Decision and Order (DEL CORE and O'SULLIVAN)
to DOL Office of Administrative Appeals, dated August 18,
1989.

12 DEL CORE Letter to DOL, dated July 29, 1989.

13 00L Letter to DEL CORE on Results of Compliance Actions,
dated September 6, 1989.

14 DEL CORE letter to DOL, dated August 31, 1989.
,

15 DEL CORE letter to DOL, dated September 20, 1989.

16 ALJ Letter for Recommended Decision and Order Denying
Complaint (DEL CORE), dated April 30, 1990.

! 17 0'SULLIVAN Letter to DOL, dated November 15, 1989.

18 DOL Letter to O'SULLIVAN, dated December 12, 1989,
i

19 0'SULLIVAN Letter to DOL, dated January 8, 1990.

20 DEL CORE letter to DOL, dated January 31, 1990.

:
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21 DOL letter to DEL CORE, dated April 13, 1990.
:

22 DEL CORE Letter to DOL, dated March 18, 1990.

I 23 DOL Letter to DEL CORE, dated April 19, 1990. '

24 DOL Recommended Decision and Order Allowing Motion for
Summary Judgement and Dismissing Complaints (DEL CORE),,

dated January 22, 1991.i

| 25 0'SULLIVAN Letter to DOL, dated February 16, 1990.

! 26 0'SULLIVAN Letter to DOL, dated March 18, 1990, with
! Enclosure.

27; DOL Letter to O'SULLIVAN, dated April 13, 1990.
! 28 DOL Letter to O'SULLIVAN, dated April 19, 1990.

29 DOL Recommended Decision and Order (O'SULLIVAN), dated
July 12, 1990.

30 Transcript of Interview with ELLIS, dated November 19, 1992.
>

i 31 DOL Letter to DEL CORE, dated July 11, 1991.

! 32 D0L Recomended Decision and Order Granting Respondent's'
Notion for Summary Judgment and Dismissing the Complaint
(DEL-CORE), dated November 26, 1991.

: 33 HUKILL Letter to NU, dated October 17, 1991, with Attached
Report.

34 DEL CORE Letter to DOL, dated August 27, 1991.
:

35 D0L Letter to DEL CORE, dated October 3, 1991.
,

1

36 DEL CORE Letter to DOL, dated October 6, 1991..

J

i 37 DOL Letter to DEL CORE, dated November 18, 1991.

38 SCACE Termination Letter to DEL CORE, dated November 8,
1991.

39 SCACE Termination Letter to O'SULLIVAN, dated November 8,
1991.

40 DEL CORE and O'SULLIVAN letter to NRC, dated
November 10, 1991.

41 DEL CORE Letter to DOL, dated December 3, 1991.
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; 42 DOL Employee Personal Interview Statement of O'SULLIVAN,
: dated December 11, 1991.
!

43 DOL Employee Personal Interview Statement of DEL CORE, dated.

December 11, 1991.
,

; 44 NRC Letter to O'SULLIVAN, dated December 10, 1991.
a

j 45 NRC Letter to DEL CORE, dated December 10, 1991.

46 RA:RI Letter to NNECo, dated November 13, 1991.

i 47 NU Response to NRC Inquiry into Employee Teminations, dated
| December 27, 1991.
.

; 48 Whistleblower Narrative Report on O'SULLIVAN, dated
; January 17, 1992.
4

! 49 Whistleblower Narrative Report on DEL CORE, dated
; January 17, 1992.

| 50 DOL final order signed by Secretary of Labor approving
i settlements and dismissing complaints of DEL CORE and
; 0'SULLIVAN, dated July 10, 1992.
!

i 51 OI Memor,andum to File, dated April 20, 1992.
t

i 52 OI Memorandum to File, dated June 1, 1992.
1

53 01 Conversation Record with WILLIAMS, dated March 17, 1992.

| 54 01 C mversation Record with WILLIAMS, Attorney, dated
| April 10, 1992.

! 55 01 Memorandum to File, dated June 4, 1992.
i

| 56 Memorandum to Case File, dated July 6, 1992.
4

{ 57 01 Memorandum to File, dated July 10, 1992.

58 01 Memorandum to File, dated July 13, 1992.

59 OI Memorandum to File, dated July 14, 1992.

60 01:RI Letter to DEL CORE, dated October 13, 1992.

61 01 Memorandum to File, dated April 22, 1992.

62 OI Memorandum to File, dated July 16, 1992.

63 OI Memorandum to File, dated July 16, 1992.
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64 OI:RI Letter to O'SULLIVAN, dated October 13, 1992.

65 DOL Interviewee Lists, undated.

66 Transcript of Interview with.KEENAN, dated October 29, 1992.

67 Transcript of Interview with BECKER, dated October 28, 1992. '

68 Transcript of Interview with ROM 8 ERG, dated November 17, i

1992.

.

69 Transcript of Interview with SCACE, dated October 29, 1992.
!

70 Report of Interview with RAYMOND, dated August 12, 1992.

|
71 Transcript of Interview with OPEKA, dated November 18, 1992.

72 Transcript of Interview with HUKILL, dated November 16,
1992.

73 DEL CORE's Employee Development Report, dated November 12,
1989.

74 Transcript of Interview with FOX, dated November 17, 1992.

75 DEL CORE Meeting Sumary Prepared by NRC, dated August 13,
1990.

76 Report of Interview with HABIGHORST, dated August 12, 1992,
March 26 and April 29, 1993.

77 DOL Employee Personal Interview Statement of RAYM0ND, dated
January 2, 1992.

78 NU Prepared Sumi.ry of Site Working Files Regarding
DEL CORE, undated.

79 NU Prepared Summary of Site Working Files Regarding
O'SULLIVAN, undated.

80 Memorandum from BECKER to DEL CORE, dated March 14, 1991,
with Attached Employee Development Report for 1990.

81 Norwich, Connecticut, " Bulletin," article NRC anolauds
whistlebimer olan, dated October 30, 1990.

82 Transcript M Interview with GADA, dated September 2,1992.

83 Transcript of Interview with HUMPHREYS, dated September 1,
1992.

I

l
!
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84 Transcript of Interview with RITCHIE, dated September 15,
1992.

85 Transcript of Interview with PALLADINO, dated September 2,
1992.

86 Transcript of Interview with HAYWARD, dated September 1,
1992.

87 Transcript of Interview with HANSON, dated September 1,
1992.

88 Transcript of Interview with LAUDENAT, dated November 18,
1992.

89 Transcript of Interview with LATOUR, dated September 1,
.

1992.

90 Transcript of Interview with KROSS, dated September 29,
; 1992.
!

j 91 Transcript of Interview with JONES, dated September 17, ;
; 1992. ~

,

92 Transcript of Interview with DERSHAM, dated September 17,
1992.

i

! 93 Transcript of Interview with SHAK0UR, dated September 17,
j 1992.

j 94 Transcript of Interview with ATKINSON, dated September 3,
j 1992.

95 NU Memo from SCACE to DEL CORE, dated March 14, 1990.

96 Transcript of Interview with SMITH, dated April 16,1992.
.

i 97 Menio from BECKER to DEL CORE, dated May 14, 1991.

98 Transcript of Interview with GOSS, dated September 3, 1992.
i

i 99 Transcript of Interview with VINING, dated September 3,
1992.;

| 100 Transcript of Interview with McNERNEY, dated September 16,
j 1992.
I

j 101 Transcript of Interview with SALEN, dated September 16,
1992.

102 Transcript of Interview with SCHLEICHER, dated October 28,
j 1992.

i
a
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103 Transcript of Interview with CUTLER, dated September 2,
1992.

104 Transcript of Interview with MATTHEWS, dated September 3,
1992.

/
105 Transcript of Interview with GRINDLE, dated September 15,

1992.

106 Transcript of Interview with SLADKY, dated October 15, 1992.

107 Transcript of Interview with ARNETT, dated September 16,
1992.

108 Letter from O'SULLIVAN and DEL CORE to NRC Chairman CARR,
dated December 11, 1990.

,
,

i 109 Section from NU Employees Handbook, " Personal Behavior,"
| dated January 1, 1980.
,

i 110 DEL CORE's Employee Development Report, dated November 11,
j 1988, with Attached Revision.
;

j 111 Transcript of Interview with KANE, dated September 15, 1992.
.

112 Transcript of Interview with MYERS, dated December 15, 1992.,

I 113 Transcript of Interview with FLEMING, dated December 16,
j 1992.
2

114 DOL Employee Personal Interview Statement of SMITH, dated
i December 17, 1991.
<

| 115 Unsigned Statement by SMITH, dated June 22, 1989.
4

| 116 Discussion Planner prepared by SMITH, dated June 23, 1989.
i

| 117 Statement by SMITH, undated.

! 118 01 Investigative Activity Regarding Review of NU
1 Disciplinary Matters, dated July 1, 1992.
1

119 Norwich Connecticut, " Bulletin" article NU sacks
j whistleblowers, dated November 11, 1991.

| 120 Hartford, Connecticut, " Courant" article, NU chief.
j Millstone worker to meet, dated June 1989.
?

| 121 NU Letter from ROMBERG to DEL CORE, dated August 23, 1991.
|
i 122 Letter from DEL CORE to ROMBERG, dated Septeaber 2,1991.j

|
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.
;

123 Transcript of Interview with RILEY, dated October 27, 1992.

! 124 Transcript of Interview with FERRIELL, dated October 26, |'

1992.;
,
,

| 125 NU Conference for NU Supervisory Personnel on Nuclear
; Management Practkas, dated September 21-22, 1988.
.

! 126 Transcript of Interview with DONAHUE, dated October 14,
i 1992.

{ 127 Note from DONAHUE to RILEY, dated March 17, 1989.
;

128 Transcript of Interview with STANGLE, dated August 13, 1992.

j 129 Transcript of Interview with HEIN0NEN, dated October 27,
; 1992.
i

130 Transcript of Interview with HEISLER, dated August 13, 1992.
'

131
j Transcript of Interview with PICCARELLO, dated October 15,

1992.
f
: 132 Transcript of Interview with PETTENGILL, dated September 16,
i 1992.
:
i

j 133 Statement of PETTENGILL, dated November 6, 1991.
.

i 134 Transcript of Interview with GARLAND, dated October 14,
i 1992.
i

| 135 NU Letter from OPEKA to NRC/RA, dated February 6, 1992.
1

i 136 Transcript of Interview with DUFFY, dated November 19, 1992.;

i 137 Transcript of Interview with AMATO, dated September 30,
{ 1992.
<

! 138 Transcript of Interview with HOLMES, dated December 15,
j 1992.

139 Transcript of Interview with BAGOS, dated August 13, 1992.
4

! 140 NU Memo from RILEY to LAUDENAT, dated January 3, 1990.
a

{ 141 Transcript of Interview with R0WE, dated October 26, 1992.
4

i 142 Notice of Hearing and Unemployment Compensation Claim for
j O'SULLIVAN, dated November 13, 1991.
:
j 143 Memorandum from O'SULLIVAN to SCACE, dated May 7, 1989.
1

i

!
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|

!
i

: 144 Interoffice Memo from O'SULLIVAN to HA8IGH0RST, dated
| November 17, 1989.

| 145 Memorandum from HEIN0NEN to RILEY, dated March 19, 1989.
t

; 146 Memorandum from O'SULLIVAN to ROWE, undated.
;

147 Note Written by RILEY, dated July 15, 1991.
!

] 148 Note Written by R0WE, dated November 4, 1990.
.

|
149 Note Written by RILEY, dated November ?: 1990.

;

! 150 NU Memo from R0WE to O'SULLIVAN, dated March 4, 1991.
1

151 RILEY memorandum to KEENAh, dated August 7, 1991.
i

j 152 Transcript of Interview with THOMA, dated September 2,1992.
1

| 153 Transcript of Interview with SAULTER, dated September 2,
j 1992.
|

| 154 NU Memo from HEISLER to RILEY, dated June 6, 1990.

! 155 SLADKY Letter to Norwich, CT, "8ulletin", Newspaper,
; undated.
.

!i 156 0'SULLIVAN's Employee Development Report, dated
iFebruary 1, 1988. '

; 157 0'SULLIVAN's Employee Development Report, dated
j February 1, 1989.
:
1 158 0'SULLIVAN's Employee Development Report, dated
} February 1, 1990.

|4

1

! 159 0'SULLIVAN's Employee Development Report, dated
'

November 2, 1990..

I
160 NU Memo from FERRIELL to RILEY, dated May 3, 1989.

.

'

161 Report from KEENAN, dated May 4, 1989.)
i

i 162 Section from NU Employees Handbook, ' Company Records," dated i
! January 3, 1983.
'

>

163 NU Memo from SCACE, dated September 11, 1991.,

i

164 ARCTFG Final Report, dated August 9, 1991.

i 165 List of HUKILL Interviewees, undated.
.

i

i
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. .,
;

!
! 166 DOL Employee Personal Interview Statement of BROWN, dated

'! January 13, 1992. ;

|
'

167 NU Memo fr ELLIS to DEL CORE, JOHNSON, and O'SULLIVAN,
dated July 20, 1989.

I

j 168 NU Manual, " Managing for Behavior Change," dated April 1987.

169 Interoffice Memo to RILEY from Unit 2 Electricians, dated.

i December 12, 1989.
!

! 170 Memorandum from MPM-2 Electricians to RILEY/SCACE, dated
| March 26, 1990.
I

i 171 Memorandum from SCACE to Multiple Addressees, dated
j April 16, 1990.
<

i 172 NU Memo from LAUDENAT to OPEKA, dated July 31, 1989.
j

I

i 173 0'SULLIVAN Letter to R0WE, dated February 15, 1991.
'

i 174 NU Memo from RILEY to SCACE, dated June 14, 1991, with
attachments. :

'

175 Letter from MROCZKA to All NE&O Personnel, dated April 18,.

j 1990.
|

; 176 NRC:RI Report No. 50-336/91-05, dated March 25, 1991.
:

j 177 NU Memorandum from HUNPHREYS to file, dated November 2,
1990.

4

!

178 Memorandum from DENPSEY to NRC Allegation File RI-90-A-0202,
j dated February 11, 1991, with Enclosures.
s' .

,

! 179 NRC:RI Report No. 50-336/89-13, Executive Summary, dated
September 12, 1989.

'
180 EDO Letter to Senator Lieberman, dated July 25, 1991.

j 131 EDO Letter to Senator D0DD, dated January 16, 1992.

182 NE&O Performance Task Group Report, dated September 1991.

! 183 Executive Summary of Final Report of NRC Special Review
', Group with Transmittal Letter to NU, dated April 6, 1992.

i 184 Transcript of Interview with POLLOCK, dated December 16,
j 1992.
.

*

! 185 Transcript of Interview with AHLSTRAND, dated February 3,
{ 1993.
,

i
:
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186 Transcript of Interview with HALLBERG, dated February 3,
1993.

187 Affidavit Signed by Edward J. MROCZKA, dated Apr,il 11, 1993.
,,

188 Memorandum from ARNETT and McNERNEY to KEENAN,
-

dated May 1, 1989.

189 DEL CORE's Employee Development Report, dated November 12,
1987.

|

|

I

|
|

|

|

|
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